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Sex offender
registry failure
leads to arrest
Recent
address on
Olive wasn't
documented
properly
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A lifetime registrant on the
state's sex offender list was
arrested Tuesday after failing to
properly document his most
recent address, which was next
to a day care center.
Ernie Wayne Jordan. 52, who
lives at 1605 1/2 Olive St. in
Murray. was arrested at 7:14
p.m. Tuesday at his residence.
according to a Kentucky State
Police report. He was charged
with failing to comply with the

sex offender
registry, a
felony
offense.
K S P
Detective
Russell
Boyd began
investigating'
after receivJordan
ing informafrom
tion
Murray State University Public
Safety and the commonwealth
attorney's office. Boyd concluded Jordan did not register his
Olive Street address, which is
next to Murray Day Care Center,
in a timely matter.
Kentucky law requires registered sex offenders who move
within their home county to
notify the state the day of the
move or prior to h, according to
Boyd' investigation
. KSP.
revealed Jordan failed to do

•See Page 2A

Shock probation
is granted to
Murray man
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
After pleading to lesser
offenses than with which he was
originally charged. Ronnie
Harold Sharp was granted shock
probation
six months
he
after
admitted.
involvement
in a methamphetamine
bust injured
two police
officers ,who
anhygot
Sharp
drous
ammonia in their eyes.
Calloway Circuit Judge
Dennis Foust granted Sharp. 31,
shock probation in an order
dated Nov. 18. Sharp's public
defender. Scott West, filed a
motion for the release Oct. 31.
The order stipulates that
Sharp had to be accepted into an
in-house drug treatment facility
before being released from
prison. After completion of the
treatment program. Sharp will
be placed on probation for five
years with several conditions
that include timely meetings
with a parole officer, random
drug screens and any recom-

mended after-care counseling.
In May, Sharp entered a
guilty plea to an agreement with
the commonwealth attorney s
office that sentenced him to a
Seven years in prison. He admitted guilt to two counts of complicity to second-degree assault.
manufacture of
attempted
methamphetamine and possession of anhydrous ammonia
Friday in Calloway Circuit
Court. He was sentenced to a
total of seven years in the state
prison for those offenses and
received credit for the 353 days
he had served in the Calloway
County jail.
Originally, he also was
charged with two counts of
attempted murder of a police
officer. The assault charges were
also lessened in the plea agreement.
Assistant Commonwealth
Attorney Victor Cook filed with
the court stipulations to West's
shock probation motion, which
stated: "The commonwealth
believes the defendant's addiction to metharnphetamine was
and is so profound as to warrant
long-term residential treatment
and thereafter condition its stip-

•See Page 2A
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GREG TRAVIS:Ledger &
Barbara Hendon, Amy Ramage and Michelle Hansen (from left) work on organizing items at Santa's Workshop
Tuesday morning. The items will be used to help make Christmas a little brighter for deserving children in the
community.

Center at East Elementary or the Murray stop by and support the program. -We.
By GREG TRAVIS
Family/Youth Resource Center and they' too, are in need of support and we want to
Staff Writer
Murray and Calloway County's annual can contact the Calloway Youth Services ask our local residents to do all they can to
Santa Project is in full swing and organiz- Center to assist with older children," she support the project."
She said residents can stop by MMS
ers say 2005 looks to be another great year said. "Individuals, families, churches,
for the program, although donations and offices and other groups, clubs and civic between the hours of 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.
organizations are encouraged to sponsor a each day or telephone 753:5125 or 210volunteers are always needed.
2044 for more information.
The Santa Project serves school-age and child or family."
The donations from people in the comShe said the cost to sponsor 'a child
younger children of the community by
helping to provide such Christmas items varies from $35 to $75 depending upon munity make it possible for children in
both city and county school districts. as
as clothes, gifts, books and toys. The proj- the child's age and needs.
Hansen noted that residents can also well as younger-than-school-age children
ect is coordinated locally by members of
the Calloway County and Murray send a tax-deductible contribution to the: to have a brighter Christmas. she added.
Hansen pointed out that sponsoring a
Independent City school districts' Family Angel Fund. Family Resource Center,
1169 ,Pottertown Road, Murray, KY child in honor of a boss, friend or famil)
Resource Youth Services Centers.
member is also a popular method of helpMichelle Hansen, Calloway County 42071.
Tootie Oakley, Murray resource center ing. She said certificates suitable for framFRC director, said local residents can help
in several ways."Summers can pick out director, said this year's Tiger Christmas ing are available to announce the gift.
a child's letter to Santa or a family file at was under way at the Murray Middle
the Calloway County Family Resource School and residents are encouraged to •See Page 2A

Signs of Winter

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Hospitals, nursing homes,
home-health agencies and others
in Kentucky would be affected
by a proposed State Health Plan
officials hope will increase competition and provide greater
flexibility to grow.
Hospitals would find it easier
to add or expand physical-rehab
units, psychiatric beds, and
nurseries that can handle all but
the most seriously ill newborns.
The new rules would lower the
minimum occupancY a hospital
*must have before it can add such
services.
Jeff Barnett. deputy director
of the state Office of Health
Policy, said Tuesday that the
lack of such facilities causes
some patients in border counties
to leave Kentucky for treatment.
Also, because some hospitals
don't have nurseries equipped to
treat premature or ill newborns,
"we have moms and babies that
are traveling outside of their
county of residence," he said.
Kentucky hospitals have
been largely unable to add beds
because of strict state rules

meant to hold down health-care
spending. The proposals call for
that to change Jan. I.
Goals include getting counties new health-care services
and letting hospitals add beds as
the population grows older.
"We've got an aging population." Barnett said at a public
meeting Tuesday to unveil the
proposals. While Kentucky may
not need to treat more patients
today, he said, it will in the
future.
"We hope ... this is a step in
the right direction to allow
health-care facilities to better
plan and prepare," he said.
The changes also might help
those pushing for a new hospital
in Somerset, in competition to
the existing Lake Cumberland
Regional Hospital.
"I believe it opens the door
for us to get a new hospital."
Somerset Mayor J.P. Wiles said.
"I think there's the ability to
make the case," said Shawn
Crouch, executive director of
Kentucky's Office of Health
Policy. "In the past. there was

AP

A pickup truck is shown stuck in a snow drift following a blizzard that ripped through the area Tuesday
in Warner, S.D. For information on the storm, see
page 5A of today's Ledger.

III See Page 2A

Murray, KY 42071
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Levi Bolton performance starts Thursday

SheffsfiretsIs

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
and discuss how their lives are intertwined. •A possible injury accident was reported on Ky. 121 North at Hwy
The production is directed by Bob 1660 at 6:55 a.m. Monday. EMS and Calloway County FireValentine and includes a cast of many Rescue also were notified.
Murray State Theatre and Dance students. • An injury accident was reported at 8:17 a.m. Monday on Cross
The show is approximately one hour in Spann Road. A grain truck overturned. EMS and CCFR also were
length and is suitable for adults and children notified.
• A gas drive-off was reported at Hazel Convenience Mart at 1:39
over 13 years of age.
For ticket prices and further information, p.m. Monday. After pumping $32. a subject left southbound on
U.S. 641 in a white Camry with a Tennessee registration plate.
please call 762-4421.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• A transformer fire was reported on Walston Road at 3:50 a.m.
Monday.
• Ten CCFR firefighters responded to 1048 Palestine Church
Road about 12:30 p.m. Tuesday for a structure fire. Upon arrival,
the residence was fully engulfed. The house was a total loss.
From Front
Aurora Ross Fire.Department provided mutual aid with five men.
They were on the scene about two hours.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
not an application process possiand citations from various agencies
ble."
Both Baptist Healthcare and
Jewish Healthcare reportedly
have expressed an interest in
building a new hospital in
Somerset if the city can obtain From Front
There are several guidelines
the certificate of need required
to residents to help
available
"Instead of exchanging gifts in
by the state.
with making the Santa Project
Wiles said he's confident that the office, church or
a successful experience for
Somerset and Pulaski County many people might like in Coneveryone, Among those sugsider sponsoring and/or shopgestions are the following:
could qualify for the certificate ping for a child or family," she
• Assess the most critical
if the new rules are adopted.
said.
needs for the children's
Jeff Seraphine, CEO of Lake
Volunteering time to assist in
Christmas (clothes, toys,
is
Santa
putting
boxes
together
Cumberland Regional Hospital,
Christmas tree, etc.);
said his facility doesn't see any always appreciated, she added, • Make every effort to preresidents can also donate
and
need for a second hospital. "But Christmas
serve the fantasy of Santa
trees, decorations and
this has never been about need wrapping supplies.
Claus for little children:
Coordinate with parents on
•
or objective facts."
gift
of
that
the
also
noted
She
purchase of toys/clothing,
-This language affects every money in the form of contribuetc.;
hospital
in
Kentucky," tions/donations to the program
IN Respect parents' feelings
is
to
support
way
always
a
great
Seraphine said. "Every hospital
about certain gifts;
the Santa Project. "We are cershould be a little concerned tainly in need of donations this
111 Do not wrap gifts;
about it."
year." Hansen remarked. "With •Try to be sensitive to the
family's• financial needs:
The rules would allow state home heating costs, changes in
III Try to determine what
regulators to give greater weight parents' jobs and other situawould be normal for the famito local market demand, rather tions, we really do need the suply for Christmas so that
port of the local community
than regional health-care needs.
expectations are not created
again this year. as in years past."
in deciding whether to allow
this year that cannot be mainAccording to Hansen. parents
new or expanded facilities.
tained in future years; and
and/or guardians can apply for
MI Make every effort to preThe proposed changes would acceptance to the annual proTOM BERRY/ledger & Times Photo
serve the dignity and role of
make it simpler for long-term- gram."There are several income
parents in making a nice famMurray High School senior Lindsey Hays'(foreground, left) interest in banking led
care operators to add personal- guidelines that must be met. We
ily Christmas a reality.
also take into consideration speto a mock interview with Lisa Clinton during Senior Interview Day in the school's
care beds. But it would become cial circumstances such as a
For more information, guidelibrary Tuesday morning. The exercise, a national effort locally sponsored by the
harder to win approval to add recent home fire or domestic sitlines or suggestions contact
school's English Department and Calloway County 4-H, gives high school seniors
home-health services.
the Calloway County Family
uation," she said.
experience in interviewing for a job. Representative interviewers available to stuResource Center at East
Children of those accepted
An applicant would have to
Elementary or the Murray
dents during the event included law enforcement, social work, medicine, education,
prove that at least 250 patients in will write letters to Santa with
Resource
Family/Youth
their "wish list" which helps
law, military, environmental, and other career paths.
a county needed it, compared
Center at 812 Poplar Street.
sponsors fulfill many of the
with 125 now.
wants and needs of those in the
phone 762-7333 or 759-9592
The public has until Dec.9 to program. She said clothing is the
respectively, or the Calloway
comment on the proposed more appropriate gift for the
Youth
Services
County
Centers at 762-7390 or 762changes. When a final version is older students.
The program accepts dona7365.
ready, a regulation will be filed
tions directly or through its
Editor\ note: this is the Jive /6- weelt police academy at the
to take effect Jan. I. as required ongoing Angel Trees system.
elevator, the windows and the
in a series that chronicles the Department of Cranaud Justice
by law.
The Angel Trees (Christmas restrooms. "All of these things
Training in Richmond in which •
trees) are placed at several local will certainly help to make our
businesses and decorated with Volunteers more comfortable
two new Murray Polite
small angels that each bear the while assisting with this worthDepartment hires are participatname,gender and other informa- while project" she commented.
from recruit to officer
iiight will he partly cloudy ing as required.
tion about a known child in
Work at the BB&T location
ss oh lns around 30. Thursday
in 16 weeks
need. Customers can then pick began this week and will run
w ill he partly cloudy., as well.
For seven weeks, Cabot of what he
From
Front
an angel from one of the trees from 9 a.m. -to 5 p.m. through
has learned at . the
ss Oh highs in the upper -UK.
Grogan and police
and shop for that child.
Dec. 16. Volunteers wanting to
academy made much either.
Thursday night will he partly
Selected gifts are then brought help at the bank location can
E s a n more sense.
cloudy with lows in the mid 20s.
But he knows learnJordan was registered on the to one of the collection boxes. show up there and offer their
Timmons ing .won't stop when he returns
The weekend has a slight
sex offender registry. which can Those boxes are later taken to services, she said.
11111
base been htime for
UE0,
gtxxl.
be viewed on the Kentucky State Santa's Workshop on the upper
Hansen said the program
hearing
A new program MPI) imple- Police's Web site, on March 10. floor at the BB&T bank at. the served 951 children last year and
about police mented requires field training
2005. He moved to Kentucky corner of 12th and Chestnut she expects that number to be
procedure as officers to he paired up with new from West Virginia,
where he streets. There .the items are even higher this year. "We want
they
pre- officers for two months after was convicted of sexual abuse. organized by project volunteers families to realize that the Santa
NOTICE
•The Murray Independent
pares to be a they graduate from the academy. according to his profile on the and ultimately forwarded to the Project is a supplemental profamilies.
Board of Education is schedgram and that we will do all we
Murray These FTOs are trained to be registry.
Grogan
Hansen said the group was can to help and empower them
uled to meet at 8 a m. on
P o 1 i c e
Jordan
is
being
held
in
the
very grateful for the use of the at Christmas. But we also want
such mentors.
Thursday in the central office
Department officer. They've
"Even though you go to the Calloway County jail on a upstairs space and that volun- them to recognize that they still
boardroom at the Carter
crammed for academy.
Administration Building On
there is still so much $50,000 cash bond, a jail teers would also appreciate the need to do what they can, too."
spokeswoman said this morning. spaciousness of the rooms, the
and
tests
the agenda for the meeting is
to learn.- Grogan said.
tned to learn
consideration of a petition for
In Richmond. Grogan and
annexation and board action
through sim- Timmons are entering their halfon delinquent tuition payulated activ- way point of the academy. They
ments
ities what to spent this past weekend study
III The Murray State
expect on ing for their third test, knowing
University Board of Regents
behavior. I was under the influ- pie of officers had to be treated
From Front
the job.
will meet at 1.30 p.m Friday.in
ence of drugs and it created an for getting the fertilizer used to
the exam is crucial to their gradWell. uation to an
Pogue Library's Jesse Stuart
ulation such that if the court immature criminal character at make methamphetamine in their
officer.
Reading Room Committee
they got a
determines
probation to be the time."
eyes.
They
touched
on
controlled
Timmons
meetings begin at 10 30 with
taste of their
appropriate that the defendant
Sharp goes on to say he is
Sharp ran from Riviera
but
certainly
distances
will
the audit committee, followed
soon -to-be learn more about the growing be released only to a residential addressing his drug problem so Courts and evaded police until
by building and grounds as jobs whilc on
Thanksgiving drug
he can be a productive citizen.
he was arrested._ju--prenada
throughout program with aftercare."
problem
well as finance.
While
break
Adjustment
at
Marion
from
the
academy.
"I have a, supportive family County', Miss., nine days lkter.
II The Housing Authority of
Kentucky". Grogan said he also
Center in St. Mary, Ky.. Sharp that has continued to support
The three days leading up to expects to begin
Underhill is next scheduled
Murray
Board
of
learning about
Commissioners- will not meet the holiday were spent nding driving under the influence was a "model inmate" and com- and encourage me in my recov- to appear in Calloway Circuit
pleted "Prison to the Streets" ery. They are willing to help me Court on Dec. 15, at which time
during • the
month
of around with SIP!)officers. They
December. The next sched- responded to threat complaints. detection this week. With each and a I2-step program, accord- upon my release," Sharp said. a new trial date will be set.
uled meeting is Jan 10. 2006 calls that led to finding drugs topic. there's legal requirements ing to West's motion for shock "My three children are my main Underhill's trial barely, got
with which officers must be probation. He also is enrolled in focus and to provide them a sta- underway Oct. 31 before Judge
at noon at the authority main
and a parent who didn't know
office
familiar.
.
two other classes, including ble and positive lifestyle and be Foust declared a mistrial after
• To report a Town Crier what to do w oh an unruly
"All the law classes are inter- anger management.
the- father that they deserve. I the separate requests from both
teenager and made traffic stops.
item, call 753-1916
Sharp said in his a statement have a workable and realistic defense attorney Mike Ward and
esting to me, but it's all so over"It was interesting. I enjoyed
whelming." Grogan said. "It just in support of shock probation recovery after-care program that Commonwealth Attorney Gale
it." Grogan said. "A lot goes on.
Cook.
feels like four years of law filed with the court that Marion I intend to follow everyday."
en in a town like Murray. that
Sharp and co-defendant
Underhill. of Hardin. faces
ON-SITE
school crammed into four Adjustment Center is a sixpeople don't realize."
months, intensive, residential Charles Lloyd Underhill were seven charges — two counts of
month"
WORK PLACE
While admittedly surprised
—KRISTIN TAYLOR drug treatment program that he arrested April 30, 2004, after attempted murder of a police
DRUG TESTING
by the busyness. Grogan said the
expects to complete Feb. 9. Tr -County Area Drug Task officer, two counts of firstalIs
2006. Upon completion. he will Force officers attempted to serve degree assault, attempt to manucomplaints
made
sonic
and
EIRE EXTINGUISHER
have attended 84 Alcohol Underhill with an arrest warrant facture methamphetamine. posS ‘I.ES -i& SERVICE
Anonymous and Narcotics for Marshall County drug session of anhydrous ammonia
tot ii
Anonymous meetings.
charges.
in inappropriate container to
"I have realized the severity
The two men were accused of manufacture meth and secondof my offense and I take the opening an anhydrous ammonia degree persistent felony offendCompetitive Auto Rates. Whether You
a
responsibility seriously." Sharp tank when officers entered the er.
said. "There is no excuse for my Riviera Courts residence. A couTwo-Door, Four-Door or
a Garage Door.
The Department of Theatre and Dance at
Murray State University will present Robert
Allen's lyrical play Levi Bolton December
1-3 and 8-10.
The play is being presented at the Studio
Theatre in Wilson Hall on the MSU campus.
The Studio Theatre is a small theatre seating
sixty-five patrons in close proximity to the
actors.

The play looks hack at the life of a western Kentucky personality through the eyes
of a local playwright. Originally written by
Mr. Allen while a participant in the West
Kentucky Playwright's meetings at the local
Playhouse in the Park. the play evokes
dnuna, comedy and chills as we learn about
the life, and death, of Mr. Bolton. His family and friends (and enemies) remember him
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By DEB RIECHMANN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bush confronted
doubts about his war policy
today, asserting more Iraqi security forces are taking the lead in
battle but saying it's still uncertain when U.S. forces can be
withdrawn.
"No war has ever been won
on a timetable," according to a
new White House strategy document.
Facing criticism and impatience about the conflict, Bush
went on the offensive with the
release of a 35-page plan titled
"Our National Strategy for
Victory in Iraq."
The plan says increasing
numbers of Iraqi troops have
been equipped and trained, a
democratic government L.; being
forged, Iraq's economy is being
rebuilt and U.S. military and
civilian presence will change as
conditions improve.
"We expect, but cannot guarantee that our force posture will
change over the next year, as the
political process advances and
Iraqi security forces grow and
gain experience," the report
said. "While our military presence may become less visible, it
will remain lethal and decisive,
able to confront the enemy
wherever it may organize."
Along with the report. Bush
is making a personal appeal to
shore up wavering support for
the war in remarks Wednesday
at the U.S. Naval Academy. It's
the first in a series of speeches
Bush is delivering between now
and the Dec. 15 election in Iraq
to outline political, security and
economic strategies for Iraq:

Vkednesday, Nwvember 30. 2005•3A

i coin says the .S. has helped
train more than 212.000 Iraqi
forces — up from 96.0(X) in
September 2004. There are now
more than 120 army and police
battalions in the fight — up from
five in August 2004. Of these
battalions, more than 80 are
fighting side-by-side with coalition forces and more than 40
others are taking the lead in the
fight.
The document says, however.
that multiple challenges remain.
Any support that countries, such
AS Syria or Iran, are giving to
terrorists or insurgents must he
neutralized. The Iraqi government must make sure its min- •
istries can sustain a national
army. And Iraqi security forces
must not be infiltrated by those
not aligned with the new Iraqi
government.
There is concern that some
Iraqi forces are operating as
militias that are loyal to Shiites
and target Sunnis. who now are
a political minority after having
ruled the country under Saddam
Hussein. Heated battles between
Iraqi security forces — made up
mostly of Shiites — and insurgents — comprising mostly.
Sunnis — could widen the cultural divide in the nation and
provoke civil war.
Democratic Sen. Jack Reed, a
member of the Senate Armed
Services Committee who visited
Iraq last month, said he thinks
Iraqi security forces have made
progress toward readiness. But
he adds: If you've got competent units but they're basically
militias in national uniforms,
and you're uncertain of whose
orders they're taking, that's not
the security force you want."

In the first one, Bush will
focus on the training of Iraqi
security forces, explaining setbacks U.S. forces have encountered and improvements that
have been made, as well as
detailing areas now under Iraqi
control, a senior White House
official said, insisting on
anonymity because the president's address has not been
released.
Bush's emphasis on the
readiness of Iraqi security forces
comes at a time when continued
violence in Iraq and the death of
more than 2,000 U.S. troops
have contributed to a sharp drop
in Bush's popularity..
His wife, Laura, said that she
"absolutely" would like to see
an acceptable resolution there.
"We want our troops to be
able to come home as soon as
they possibly can,- said Mrs.
Bush during an appearance on
AP
Morning
"Good
ABC's
Marilyn Musgrave, R-Colo., on
America" to give a Christmas President Bush gestures during a fundraiser for Rep.
Tuesday in Denver, Colo. Despite his low standing in the polls, Bush is working to help
tour of the White House.
"It's really remarkable how Republican House and Senate candidates build their campaign war chests while he is
far they've come," she said."but promoting his own troubled agenda.
I really feel very, very encourenemies and drawdown of U.S. forces next
aged that we're going to see a months ago that includes a flex- able to defeat its
genera- year beyond the announced plan
reconcile
peacefully
clear
to
tied
timetable,
ible
very great ending when we see a
to pull back 28,000 troops that
really free Iraq right in the heart benchmarks, for concluding the tional grievances, to be in place
less than three years after were' added this fall for extra
U.S. military mission in Iraq.
of the Middle East."
people Saddam (Hussein) was finally security during the election.
American
"The
of
percent
Sixty-two
In the report, the Bush
removed from power," the
concludfor
plan
clear
a
deserve
Americans, in an AP-Ipsos poll
administration says it is working
taken in November, said they ing our military mission," said report said.
Bush said Tuesday that he along a political track to help the
disapproved of Bush's Iraq poli- Feingold. who is weighing a bid
decide on troop with- Iraqis isolate enemies from
would
nomipresidential
2008
the
for
percent
Thirty-seven
cy.
based on the capacity of those who want to participate in
drawals
people
Iraqi
the
"And
nation.
approved of his policy — down
the the democratic political process.
from 43 percent in May. The need to know without any doubt the Iraqis to take the fight to
recommendations The "enemy" is a combination
president's overall job approval that we do not intend to stay in enemy and
from commanders on the of Iraqis who reject democratic
rating is at 37 percent, the low- that country indefinitely."
reforms. Saddam loyalists and
ground.
says
report
House
White
The
est level of his presidency.
There are about 160,000 U.S. terrorists and others inspired by
Sen. Russ Feingold, D-Wis., victory in Iraq will take time.
"It is not realistic to expect a troops in Iraq. The Pentagon has al-Qaeda.
said Tuesday that the president
To maintain security, the
functioning democracy. not .committed to any specific
fully
should have proposed a plan

'No Child Left Behind' law
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Changes being sought by the
state could greatly reduce the
number of Kentucky schools
deemed failing under the federal
law known as No Child Left
Behind.
The state is requesting federal approval for changes that
would effectively replace a strict
federal standard that requires all
schools to hit the same annual
testing goals with the state's
more generous Commonwealth
Accountability Testing System,
or CATS, which rewards schools
that show improvement.

Kentucky
all, the
In
Department of Education is
seeking to make nine changes in
the way schools are judged
under the No Child Left Behind
law. It's unknown when the U.S.
Department of Education will
role on Kentucky's request. The
state Board of Education also
would have to vote on the
changes, if the federal government allows them.
Last year, more than 800 of
the state's 1,249 public schools
failed to meet the federal standard — but only 48 missed the
state's goals.

Available Animals

Photos Provided
These are two animals available at the Calloway
County Animal Shelter, which includes (at left) a
Calico adult femal mix named Candy, and a yound
adult male Dachsund mix named Jinks. For additional information, animalshelter@murray-ky.net.

Need holiday shipping?
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Some parents applaud some
changes the state wants, including a provision allowing failing
schools to offer tutoring before
being forced -to grant student
transfers to better-performing
schools.
"It would make sense that
first you get a chance to
improve" before transfers are
allowed, said Lynne Hewson,
whose son attends Ballard High
School in Louisville.
But critics say the state is just
trying to make it easier for
schools and districts to look as
though they are doing well.
"The department has been
whining and sniffling and trying
to get out of this since it began,"
said Dick Innes, a policy analyst
for the Bluegrass Institute, a
think tank in Bowling Green. "I
think what it really does is just
water down accountability."
Kevin Noland, deputy com-

Kentucky's
of
missioner
Department of Education, disputed the suggestion that the
state is trying to water down
academic standards. Instead, he
said the state wants to bring federal testing in line with CATS, a
move that state. officials say
would lead to more consistency
and make it "less confusing to
parents, teachers and others.Right now, parents and the
public receive two sets of testing
results on schools each year: one
based on CATS and the other on
No Child Left Behind. As a
result, a school could be fleeting
its CATS goals and still be considered failing under No Child
Left Behind — leaving parents

to figure out whether their
schools are doing well or poorly.
No Child Left Behind
requires states to test students
annually in reading and mathe-

matics in third through eighth
grades, and once in high school.
Those results are used to determine whether schools are makyearly progress.
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WASHINGTON TODAY
By Gina Holland

Supreme Court
steps into abortion
rights waters
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The Supreme Court is considering its first abortion rights case
under the leadership of Chief
Justice John Roberts, with an
unpredictable outcome because
of the court's changing makeup.
The stakes are significant in
the dispute over a New
Hampshire law requiring Minors
to tell a parent before ending a
pregnancy. although the case
does not challenge the 1973 Roe
v. Wade ruling that said abortion
is a fundamental constitutional
right.
The outcome is likely to signal where the high court is
headed on an issue that has been
emotional and divisive among
the juitices and around the
country.
• Abortion was a prominent
subject in Roberts' confirmation
hearings and has emerged as a
major issue in President Bush's
nomination of appeals court
Judge Samuel Alito to replace
retiring Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor. O'Connor has been
the swing vote in support of
abortion rights.
If AIM)is confirmed by the
Senate early next year. his vote
could be needed to break a tie in
the New Hampshire case being
argued before justices. Abortion
cases generally draw large
crowds at the Supreme Court,
but buzz around Wednesday's
argument was particularly frenzied because the court until this
fall had no turnover for II
years.
New Hampshire Attorney
General Kelly Ayotte told justices in a filing that the law
"provides pregnant minors with
the benefit of parental guidance
and assistance in exercising
what is undoubtedly a difficult
choice."
O'Connor, a supporter of
Roes. Wade and the first
woman named to the court, is
retiring after 24 years and will
likely leave the court before the
Case is decided. A Senate vote is
planned for January. on Alito,
who is expected to be more
receptive to abortion restrictions.
It is unknown how Roberts
or Alm) would vote on a rollback of Roe v. Wade.
Meanwhile, the court could
use this case to make it
extreinely difficult for abortion
rights groups to challenge
restriction.. without dealing

with the sticky issue of overturning Roe. At issue is the
legal standard for courts in handling lawsuits over abortion
laws.
The New Hampshire case is
being closely watched by the
dozens of states that require
minors to tell a parent or get
permission before having an
abortion.
Justices were told that 24
states mandate a parent's
approval and 19 states, including New Hampshire, demand
parental notice.
The court is considering
whether the 2003 New
Hampshire law puts an "undue
burden" on a woman in choosing to end a pregnancy.
O'Connor is an architect of the
undue burden standard, and was
the deciding vote in the last
abortion case five years ago.
when justices ruled that a
Nebraska law banning a type of
late-term abortion was too burdensome.
That law, like the one at
issue Wednesday, did not have
an exception to protect the
mother's health. New
Hampshire argues that exceptions are permitted when the
mother's health is at risk, and
that should be enough.
The law requires a parent or
guardian be notified when an
abortion is planned for someone
under 18. followed by a 48-hour
waiting period. A judge can
waive the requirement.
"In an emergency, a woman
needs to go to the hospital not a
courthouse," justices were told
in a filing by Jennifer Dalven,
attorney for Planned Parenthood
of Northern New England
which challenged the law.
The Supreme Court agreed to
allow news organizations to air
audio recording of the court's
argument immediately after its
conclusion, giving the public its
first chance to hear the new
chief justice on the bench..
Cameras are not allowed in the
court.
Roberts, 50. replaced Chief
Justice William H. Rehnquist.
who died in September after a
yearlong light with cancer.
Justices agreed to hear the
New Hampshire case before
Rehnquist's death — and before
O'Connor surprised colleagues
with news that she was stepping
down.
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Also, Sen. Hillary Rodham
Clinton, D-N.1'., said immediately withdrawing from Iraq
By Liz Sidoti
would be "a big mistake" and
the war because they don't have presidential candidate who is
suggested that the United States
said to be considering another
to vote on it. Nevertheless,
wait for Iraq's elections for an
run, first voted for the GOP res- indication about how soon the
some have been vocal.
olution. He then left the cham"I was wrong," former Sen.
Iraqis can take over.
ber and was seen just steps off
John Edwards, D-N.C., said
Other Democrats' positions
the Senate floor talking briefly
Nov. 13 in a column in The
have been more clear cut. Sen.
Washington Post. "It was a mis- to his senior home state colRuss Feingold, D-Wis., has said
league, Sen. Edward Kennedy,
take to vote for this war in
the United States should set a
2002." He advocated a "gradual D-Mass. Kerry walked back
target date of Dec. 31, 2006, to
into the chamber and changed
process" of pulling U.S. forces
complete the military mission in
his vote.
out of Iraq starting..early next
Iraq.
David Wade, a Kerry
year.
The two Republican senators
spokesman, said Republicans
Another possible candidate,
who have taken arguably the
weakened the resolution "late in .most aggressive positions on
Democratic Gov. Bill
the game," and "Sen. Kerry
Richardson of New Mexico,
Iraq also weighed in recently.
mistakenly believed strong lansaid in a statement: "It is now
"Trust and confidence in the
guage demanding benchmarks
time for the military commandUnited States has been seriously
and timetables was still intact.
ers to design a phased, definieroded," said Sen. Chuck
Our troops deserve better than
tive withdrawal plan."
Hagel, R-Neb."The United
half measures, and that's why
Other potential candidates
States should begin drawing
John Kerry voted against it."
outside of Congress have
down forces in Iraq next year."
Before the vote, the Senate
remained largely silent on Iraq.
Taking the opposite view,
debated the main difference
But those in the Senate don't
Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz.,
between the two measures —
have that luxury.
advocated a "clear and stay"
one called for a timetable and
"Senators that are looking to
strategy in which troops rid an
the other didn't. In his floor
run are walking a fine line
area of insurgents and then
statement. Kerry said he intend- secure it. Though it would mean
between supporting the troops
ed to vote against the GOP resand supporting their core conmore troops and money, it has
olution partly because it lacked
stituents in the base of their
"-the best chance of success,— he
a timetable.
own party," said Scott Reed, a
said.
Last month, Kerry called for
Republican who ran Bob Dole's
Craig Smith, a Democrat
a phased withdrawal of U.S,
presidential campaign in 1996.
whosan Sen. Joe Lieberman's
Senators vote several times a troops, starting with 20,000
presidential campaign last year,
returning home after the Dec.
year on spending bills that pay
said the war is clearly the No. 1
15 parliamentary elections. He
for the war, and sometimes on
issue.
is one of several senators conIraq resolutions like the two the
"But anybody who thinks
sidering a presidential run who
Senate considered last week.
staking out a position now is
have recently recommended
A Democratic measure.
going to have much of an
changing Bush's Iraq policy.
which the Senate rejected,
impact in 2008. I think, is kidThe latest was Sen. Joseph
called for a timetable for withding themselves," Smith said.
Biden, D-Del., who said that
drawing troops. A Republican
"Anybody who proceeds to
"measurable progress" must be
alternative, which the Senate
stake out a definite position
made on the political, reconultimately passed, urged the
now does so at their own peril."
struction and security fronts in
Bush administration to explain
the next six months. "What we
"its strategy for the successful
EDITOR'S NOTE: AP
need is for the president to
completion of the mission in
Special Correspondent David
change course and do it now,"
Iraq" but omitted a timetable.
Espo contributed to this report.
Kerry, last year's Democratic Biden said.

POLITICS TODAY
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Michael Dittit-i.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Sen. John Kerry initially voted
in favor of a Republican-sponsored resolution calling on
President Bush to explain his
strategy for success in Iraq.
Minutes later, the Democrat
changed his vote.
The scene underscores the
risks facing every politician trying to determine an appropriate
and politically wise response to
war that's become increasingly
unpopular with the public.
For those eyeing a presidential run in 2008, the stakes are
particularly high. Any position
they take is a gamble given the
uncertain terrain in Iraq ,and the
United States in three years.
"If you stake out too specific
of a position this early, you may
have to take that back, and you
can only zig and tag so many
times in American politics,"
said Darrell West. a political
scientist at Brown University in
Rhode Island.
So potential presidential candidates have stark decisions to
make:
•Do they stick with
President Bush's stay-thecourse strategy in a war that
many Americans believe is
going south, and risk being
dragged down as well?
•Do they present their own
plans to ng .s.
detailed p
troops home — and open themselves to criticism of "cutting
and running?"
•Do they take the same
stance they always have, and
leave themselves vulnerable to
claims that they failed to
respond to the changing situation?
Governors and others beyond
Washington considering a
White House run are under less
pressure to declare positions on
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Five deaths reported in four states buried
under as much as 20 inches of snow

Mrs. CNA)Perdun MAN
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Mrs. Carrie Perdun Tibaldi, 36, Pilot Oak community, died
Monday, Nov. 28, 2005, at 1:10 p.m. at her home.
A waitress, she had lived in the Pilot Oak area for the past six
years.
Preceding her in death were her father, Howard Perdun, and one By WAYNE ORTMAN
brother. Michael Perdun. She was born Aug. 16, 1969, in New Associated Press Writer
Brunswick, N.J.
SIOUX FALLS, S.D. (AP)
Survivors include her mother, Mrs. Peggy Ann Costlow Perdun, - Crews scrambled to reach
Pilot Oak; three children, Brandon Tibaldi. Brittany Tibaldi and utility poles along roads choked
Blair Tibaldi, all of New Concord; one sister, Mrs. Michelle Otto, by huge snow drifts Tuesday.
Wingo; three brothers, Howard Perdun, Jackson, N.J., Chris Perdun. slowly restoring electricity to
Hardin, and Dean Perdun, Somerset, N.J.
thousands left in the dark by the
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Hornbeak Plains' first blizzard of the seaFuneral Home, 302 Carr St., Fulton. Finis Cathey will officiate.
son.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 11 a.m. Thursday.
Major roads and interstates
were reopened a day after the
Mrs. Unda Joe Barnes
storm walloped the region. Five
A graveside service for Mrs. Linda Joe Barnes will be today deaths were blamed on slippery
(Wednesday) at 2 p.m. at the Wingo Cemetery. The Rev. Glynn On roads in Minnesota, South
and the Rev. Charles Blair will officiate.
Dakota, Nebraska and Kansas.
Visitation is now at Brown Funeral Home of Mayfield.
A sixth person was killed by a
Mrs. Barnes, 85, Mayfield, died Sunday, Nov. 27, 2005, at 9 a.m. tornado spun off by the big
at Arbor Place, Clinton.
storm system in Arkansas.
A homemaker, she was a member of Westside Baptist Church,
Remnants of the system
Murray.
headed over the upper Great
Her husband, Robert F. Barnes, and one son, Robert Alan Barnes. Lakes on Tuesday after the
both preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Lester storm dumped snow as far south
Forester and Lottie Holloway Forester.
as the Texas Panhandle. As
• Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Joyce Scott, Mayfield; five much as 20 inches fell at
grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
while
Kennebec.
S.D.,
Chamberlain, S.D., was smothWilliam E. Readel
ered by drifts up to 8 feet high.
A memorial service for William E. Readel will be Thursday at 11
Utility officials estimated
a.m. in the Lehmberg Chapel of First Methodist Church, 420 N. that 40,000 customers were
Nevada Ave., Colorado Springs, Colo.
blacked out across eastern South
Swan Law Funeral Directors of Colorado Dakota on Tuesday, and many
Springs is in charge of arrangements.
communities in North Dakota
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the had no electricity. Minnesota
American Heart Association.
and Nebraska also had scattered
Mr. Readel, 76, Colorado Springs, died outages.
Friday. Nov. 25, 2005, at Penrose Hospital,
North Dakota Gov. John
Colorado Springs.
Hoeven declared a snow emerAn Air Force veteran of the Korean Conflict, he was a member gency for the southeast part of
of Community Congregational United Church of Christ. He had the state to get federal help to fix
resided in Colorado Springs for 40 years and retired from Civil damage. The National Guard
Service at Fort Carson.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Helen Weese Readel, to whom
he had been married for 56 years; one son, Steven Readel and wife,
Marti, Heidelberg, Germany; grandson, Kevin Readel and wife.
Lisa, and great-granddaughter. Kristen, Oklahoma City, Okla.; one
By KEVIN FREKING
granddaughter, Mrs. Kimberly Grasty and husband, Christopher,
Associated Press Writer
sevSprings;
Colorado
Jayne-Sullivan,
Mrs.
sister,
one
Ky.;
Murray,
WASHINGTON (AP) - eral nieces and nephews.
This year's supply of flu vaccine
will reach 80 million doses by
the beginning of December-a
robust supply considering the
United States has never administered more than 83 million
doses in a single year.
Still, many health care
providers complain that they
can't get the vaccine, or they
U.S. hurricane since 1928(more
By JOHN PAIN
can't get enough to meet
replaced
and
than 1,300 dead)
Associated Press Writer
demand - and they're right, an
MIAMI (AP)- The busiest 1992's Andrew as the most official with the Centers for
and costliest Atlantic hurricane expensive one on record ($34.4 Disease Control and Prevention
season on record officially - billion in insured losses).
said Tuesday.
-Total insured losses from
and mercifully - draws to a
Dr. Jeanne Santoli, deputy
close Wednesday, with hundreds hurricanes this year were put at director
CDC's
the
of
of thousands of Americans still $47.2 billion, above the previ- Immunization
Services
dealing with the devastation ous record of $22.9 billion set Division, said pockets of shortwrought by Katrina, Rita and last year when four hurricanes ages have occurred because
also hit the U.S., according to Chiron Corp. was expected to
Wilma.
Despite the end of the June I- risk-analysis firm ISO.
deliver 25-30 million doses of
-Wilma was briefly the vaccine, but it likely will proto-Nov. 30 season, hurricanes
could still form over the next most intense Atlantic hurricane duce fewer than 18 million. It
few months. In fact, a tropical on record in terms of minimum may even produce only 11-12
storm took shape in the Atlantic central pressure (882 millibars).
on Tuesday. But, no hurricane It also was the fastest-strengthhas been known to hit the United ening storm on record - its top
Investments Since 1854...
States between December and sustained winds increased 105
Ow best iiirestment is vim.
mph in 24 hours in the
May.
And that is welcome news. Caribbean.
exhausted
-Forecasters
particularly along the Gulf
prices as of 9 a.m.
Coast, where Katrina hit three their list of 21 proper names
months ago. plunging New (Arlene. Bret, Cindy and so on)
Dow Jones Int Avg. .1090533 + 17.37
Orleans into the kind of chaos and had to use the Greek alphaAir Products ................59.85 - 0.21
usually seen in the Third World, bet to name storms for the first
AT&T, Inc.....................25,21 + 0.16
exposing the gap between rich time.
43.19.0,01
BB&T
The worst damage. of course,
and poor, t and raising serious
........,...27,54 -0.09
Bell South
doubts about the country's was inflicted by Katrina. Miles
Briggs & Stratton ........35.92 + 0.20
readiness for another catastro- of coastal Mississippi towns
Bristol Myers Squibb _21.87 -0.03
such as Waveland and Gulfport
phe, caused by man or nature.
57.52 + 0.42
Caterpillar..
The relief may not last very were smashed. Eighty percent of
Chesron Texaco Corp.37.81 + 0.44
long: Forecasters say 2006 New Orleans was under water
_.50.55 0.10
Daimler Chrysler
could be another brutal year. after its levees broke. The world
.38.30 0.33
Foods.
Dean
because the Atlantic is in a peri- saw families stranded on roofs
+ 0.36
t.sion-Alobil
refugees
thirsty
and
od of frenzied hurricane activity and hungry
- 0.07
.8.46
Motor
Ford
that began in 1995 and could last stuck in the Superdome and
0.13
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Electric
General
lay
Convention Center. Bodies
at least another decade.
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in
floated
or
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on
hurricane
Government
GlaxoSmithRline ADR 49.82 0.12
experts say the increase is due to the fetid floodwaters. Hundreds
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Goodrich
yet
have
people
of
thousands
of
a natural cycle of higher sea
17.20 + 0.09
Goodyear
temperatures, lower wind shear to return to their homes - or
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Bank*
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no
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Congress
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scientists
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Intel
approved $62 billion in mostly
ing.
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Kroger .
The 2005 season obliterated short-term relief aid, and estimates put the cost of rebuilding
Mattel_.......
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14.15 + 0.22
McDonalds
-In 154 years of record- at up to $200 billion.
The Bush administration was
+ 0.12
Merck .........
keeping, this year had the most
27.70 + 0.02
Microsoft
named storms (26, including bitterly criticized for its slow
52,93. 0.23
J.C. Penney.
Tropical Storm Epsilon, which response to Katrina. Michael
Pepsico. Inc.-....-.59.95 + 0.18
formed Tuesday). the most hur- Brown, director of the Federal
Management
ricanes (13), the highest number Emergency
14.17 + 0.04
of major hurricanes hitting the Agency, lost his job, and the
Regiohs Financial
U.S. (4), and the most top-scale president's approval ratings
19.44 + 0.11
Schering-Plough
sank.
Category 5 hurricanes (3).
Sears Holding Corp I16.71 • 0.59
-Katrina was the deadliest
17.94 + 0.07
Time %%artier
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Motorists line up on a snowy Highway 169 just north of Enumclaw. Wash., Tuesday so
some can put chains on their tires before venturing any further.
from North Dakota and
Minnesota also were helping in
areas without power.
South Dakota was looking to
buy, rent or borrow larger
portable generators to be used to
recharge batteries at cell phone
towers and to run pumps to
rebuild pressure in water
pipelines that serve rural customers, said Gov. Mike Rounds.
Winds gusting to 70 mph on
Monday drove the snow • into
hard. deep.drifts.
"In some cases, it's just brute

About 5(X) power poles were
force and large equipment to get
down in one part of southeast
through some of this," he said.
Emergency shelters were North Dakota.
"I've been here 25 years and
opened in the Dakotas and
Minnesota for people who lost I've never seen anything like
power when freezing rain built this - not even close," said
up a layer of ice that pulled Craig Rysavy. with Dakot,,
Valley Electric in Manor, N.D.
down power lines and poles.
Weathet
Natiwial
The
Many secondary roads still
were blocked by electric trans- 'Service also confirmed the sank.
mission lines sagging under the system spawned at least four torweight of ice. Rounds said. nadoes that touched down in
"Across eastern South Dakota Arkansas on Sunday..
there are a minimum of 8.000
poles that are down."

CDC: flu vaccine supply not meeting demand
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Gulf Coast still recovering
from busiest, costliest,
hurricane season recorded
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million doses, she said.
"The problem this year has
been both less vaccine than
anticipated from one of the manufacturers and a delay in the distribution of that vaccine,"
Santoli said.
Santoli briefed an advisory
committee to the Department of
Health and Human Services on
Tuesday. She said Chiron supplies that were expected to be
distributed in late September
actually were sent about a month
later. However, by then, some
health care providers had
already canceled clinics for their
patients.
Dr. Lawrence Deyton of the

Department of Veterans Affairs
told fellow advisory committee
members that he heard from
staff who had to cancel flu shot
clinics this year, and he fears the
patients won't come back.
"The reputation is we failed
out there." Deyton said. "I don't
like that."
Some committee members
said they were concerned that
reports of flu vaccine shortages
would discourage people from
getting a shot. but they said getting the shot later in the flu season was better than not at all.
So far, the flu season is off to
a gentle start.
Last year. the U.S. experi-

enced a shortage of vaccine
when British regulators shut
down Chiron Corp. after the di.. covery of contaminated vaccine.
The company was allowed to
resume production in the fall.
Santoli said CDC officialwere conducting surveys tt
determine whether demand lot
the vaccine has increased
because of the publicity' surrounding last year's shortage
and the unrelated threat Of a bird
flu pandemic. She said an
increase in demand could also
be causing some of the shortages
that have occurred regionally.
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on re invite ...
Ken & Mary Beth Imes, owners of
Imes-Miller & Churchill-lives Family
Funeral Homes, would /4 to invite
_‘•oli and yourfamily to join us
December I, at 6:30 p.m. at
Imes-Miller Funeral Homefor a
Service of Remembrance.
We will begin with a candle lighting
service,followed by a message of
hope. It is our prayer that we can be
ofsome help to you & yourfamily
during this holiday season.
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Compassionate Friends'
memorial service Thursday

Engagement

Five Generations

Compassionate Friends will have their
annual candle lighting memorial service on
Thursday at 7 p.m. at University Church
of Christ, corner of 641 North and 121
Bypass, Murray.
Each one should bring a candle in a
holder, a picture of your child and a dish
for the potluck meal. Bread, drinks and
utensils will be furnished. Those attending
are asked to go to back entrance.
For more information contact Hilda Benlo's
at 753-6926, work, or 1-731-298-8324,
nett
Datebook honor,
or Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762By Jo Burkeen
1274.
Community
Editor

INMS meeting Thursday

Murray Middle School Climate Committee of Site-based
Decision Making Council will meet Thursday at 3:25 p.m. in
the school library. All interested parties are welcome.

Eastwood plans bazaar

A "Christmas in the Country Bazaar" will be Saturday from
8 a.m. to I p.m. at Eastwood Christian Academy, located one
mile east of Murray on Highway 94 East. Featured will be
homemade baked goods, gift items, coffee shop throughout the
bazaar and a beans and corn bread luncheon from II a.m. to
1 p.m.

Hazel Lodge event Thursday

Jonas and Greer
Photo provided

Lela Christenbery. seated right, of Murray, is pictured
with her daughter, Penny DeHaan of Murray, holding
her great-grandson, Jeffrey DeHaan II of Saginaw,
Mich. Pictured, standing from left. are Robert DeHaan,
grandfather of Jeffrey, and Jeffrey DeHaan. father of
Jeffrey, both of Saginaw, Mich.

Fundraiser
in progress

FUN & FASHION
By D.K. Kelley

\ part of the Murray State
1 Inv ersity Women's Center
annual fundraiser for the Susan
G. Komen Foundation, the center is selling stadium cups: The
22 ounce siher/gray cups are
priced at one cup for $3 or
tvvii cups for $5. To purchase
.1 cup or for more information. contact the MS(' Women's
Center at 762-3140: by e-mail
womenscenterkt murraystate.ed
u, or .stop by Ordway Hall.
suite 201. at corner of North
15th and Olive Boulevard.

Tom and Diane Jonas of Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Abby Elizabeth
Jonas. to Patrick James Greer, son of Tommy and Kay Greer
of Kirksey.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Preston and Mary
Foley of Brookville. Ind., and Mrs. Betty Jonas and the late
Charles Jonas of Cedar Grove, Ind.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late William and
Frankie Adams of Hazel and of Mrs. Doris Greer and the late
(lint Greer of Almo.
Miss Jonas is a 2005 graduate of Murray State University.
Mr. Greer is a 2(X)5 graduate of Murray State University.
He is employed by LeaderTreks. Carol Stream, III.
The wedding will be Saturday, Dec. 17. 2005. at 4:30 p.m.
at First Baptist Church. Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Holiday concert will be held
PADUCAH. Ky. — [he
Vir'KCTC College Community
Chorus Holiday Concert will
he held Sunday at 3 p.m. in
the West Kentucky Community and Technical College
Clemens Fine Arts Center.
The chorus, conducted by
Norman Wurgler. will perform
a blend of traditional choral
music and popular Christmas
songs including "Old Irish
Blessing," "I Heard the Bells
on Christmas Day" and "The

Christmas Song."
The Reidland Middle School
Concert Choir, conducted by
Matt Hinz, will join the College Community Chorus for
the concert. The RMS Concert
Choir features 101 seventh and
eighth grade students.
A Christmas carol sing-along will conclude the concert.
The concert is free to the
public and general seating is
available. For more information call 270-534-3212.

Veteran's Day at Southwest Elementary
rq

,t1

ji

\
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Hazel Lodge No. 138 of Woodmen of the World will meet
to 5 p.m. at Hazel United Methodist Church
Thursday fro
kets to be delivered on Friday and Satto assemble food
urday.

Poinsettias to arrive Thursday
Poinsettias for the sales of Calloway County Homemakers
will be available for pickup on Thursday from 2 to 9 p.m.
and Friday from 8:30 .a.m. to 9 p.m. at the Family Life Center of First United Methodist Church in downtown Murray.

Student Film Festival planned

Murray Independent Filmmaker Association will host its
sixth annual Student Film Festival on Friday and Saturday at
7 p.m. in the Murray State University Curtis Center Theater.
Doors will open at 6:30 p.m. Admission is free. For more
information visit http://www.murrayfilms.net or e-mail john.gibson0Pgmail.com:

Lodge will honor widows
Murray Lodge No. 105 of Free and Accepted Masons will
honor all widows of the lodge at a holiday meal on Thursday
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Any one needing transportation,
call Henry at 492-8149 or Thomas at 489-2598.

Special presentation Thursday
A Horse Packing and Outfitting Presentation and Demonstration will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the Animal Health Technology room 104 at Murray State University. This will be presented by Becky Campbell, Gila Hot Springs Ranch, Silver
City, N.M. If the group is not in the classroom, when persons
arrive, it may be moved to the Expo or the University barns
for the demonstration.

Service of Remembrance planned
Kenny and Mary Bell Imes. owners of Imes-Miller and
Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Homes invite the public to
attend a "Service of Remembrance" on Thursday at 6:30 p.m.
at Imes-Miller Funeral Home. 311 North Fourth St., Murray.
The service will begin with a candle lighting service, followed
by a message of hope. "It is our prayer that we can be of
some help to you and your family during this holiday •season,"
the Imes couple ,said.

Project Graduation meeting planned
A meeting for Project Graduation for the senior class of
Calloway County High School will be Thursday at 5:30 p.m.
in the school library. All parents and guardians of senior students and other interested persons are Urged to attend.

Garden Department will meet
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club is scheduled
to meet Thursday at II a.m. at the club house to carpool to
Patti's at Grand Rivers for a Christmas luncheon. Members are
asked to bring canned goods for Need Line.

Russell Chapel Youth plan promotion
The Youth of Russell Chapel United Methodist Church will
have a rebate day and evening on Thursday at Captain D's.
Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are there for the
youth.

Alpha group distributing books
Photo provided
Retired teacher, Gail Turner, visited with fifth grade students at Southwest Elementary
sharing her knowledge of military units and displaying various uniforms on Veteran's
Day.

We Serve Breakfast
& Lunch!
FISH EVERY FRIDAY

Open 7 Days A Week!
Mon.-Sat. 6 a.m. • 6 p.m.
Sun. 10 a.m.- 2 p.m.

STELLA MARKET

Sewing

by Steven
Weed fliefizet3,
• Drapery
Rods
Specialty
•
•Custom Bedding
• Upholstery
•. Accessories
• Design Service
• Custom Blinds Available
! Now Offering .1Iore Tban 1,iP 1
Fabric.,!adman,'Silk..
I

HWY. 121 N. 6 MILES FROM MURRAY

Glory Bound will be Thursday
December Youth Group will present "One More Verse" at
Glory Bound Entertainment on Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m. at
the Weak% Community Center. This weekly event is sponsored
by Goshen United Methodist Church. The public is invited and
there is no charge. Items for Need Line will be taken. For
more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643 or Renee
Taylor at 753-1824.

Singles plan dance Friday
Murray Singles will have a dance on Friday from 7:30 to
11 p.m. at Gibson's Building, Mayfield. Music will be by Gary
Long. D.J. The cost will be $6 per person: Each one is asked
to bring a snack. Soft drinks and coffee will be provided. For
information call Mike at 759-3180 or Pat at 489-2909.

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALEt

MURRAY
CE
APPLIAN
We Service Al &ands'
212 East Main St. • 753-1586

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
305 South 12th
Murray. ISY • 753-7441

Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will be at.
the club house from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday
to distribute the recently published book. "Family History."

270-753-6361
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Murray Middle School has
released the honor roll for the
first nine weeks of school as
follows:
FOURTH GRADE
All As
Williams Adams, Savannah
Alexander, Jacob Baron, Dustin
Bevil, Damian Boldt, Emily
Brewer, Christopher Butler, Lindsey Coleman, Elizabeth Dunn,
Ashlee Edminster. Raegan
Green, Toby Guthrie,
Mitchell Handegan, Victoria
Holmes, Choong-won Jin, Carver Lawson, Grant McDonald,
Preston Merriss, Sarah Parker,
Logan Smart, Jantszen Sparks,
Nathan Sutherland, Attie Swann
and Hannah Wilson.
All As and Bs
Natalie Adams, Ryan Alderson, Gram Allen, Haley Atkins,
Caleb Batts, Katherine Bierbaurn, Samuel Blalock, Venetia Blanton, Dylan Boone. Brittany Burress, Chelsey Delaney,
Kristen Farley, Andre Goes.
Taylor Green,
Candice Guge, Shaneice
Guyse, Shelby Hall, Ryan
Humphrey, Jordan Kendall,
Adam Lamkin, Rickie Lowman,
Steven Manners. Courtney Martin, Kact Mauney, Schafer Milby,
Brennan Miller, Bratlee Nall, Taylor Nelson,
Tiffany Parham, Daniel Petit,
Devyn Poston, Kelondre Quarles, Abby Robinson, Tara Schuring, Shelby Siress. Ashley Stom,
Adam Stubblefield, Lucas Stubblefield, Jessica Vance, William
Winchester and Rachel Wooten.
FIFTH GRADE
All As
Lucas Anderson, Collin Ashton, Zhanna Badasyan, Jared
Benningfield, Nicholas Betts,
Whitney Carver, Tori Chapman,
Amber Clinton, Hunter Cochran,
Max Crofton, Ashley Dawson,
Paige Drew, Logan English,
Joel Ferguson, Logan Foster,
Allyson Futrell,
Charles Graves. Tyler Greer,
Hunter Heathcott, Madison
Houck, Jan K. Hutchins, Emiliano Johnson, Lindsay Lambert, Gabriel Leavell, Dheepa
Loganathan, John Lollar, Darien
Maness, Chase Martin, Tyler
Masthay, Alyson Mathis, Kristin
McNutt, Samuel Medlock,
Jacob
Melton,
Adam
Menage, Sarah Morgan, Daniel
Nisbet. Stephen Orr, Janis Sunshine Parker. Hugh Paschall.
John Ramey, Taylor Richerson,
Kelsey Roberts, Jay Roth, Jason
Spann, Alex Ward, Quantique
Washington, Jackson Willie,

Joseph Winchester and Alysssa
Wnght.
All As and Bs
Nick Adams, Brett Bivens,
Allie Carter, Sydney Carver,
Christian Clere, Anne Courtney, Kade Cullop, Katlyn Cullop, Mackenzie Downey, Megan
Durbin, Tristan Enoch, Chloe
Farris, Allen Fitzpatrick, Hannah Harrison, Holly Heathcott,
Adrian Hemdon,
Sarah Hodges, Brandon
Hood. Chareese Kendall-Harris, Kassidy Knight, Brittany
Lamb, Yoon-Jae Lee, Jonathan
Lynn, Tiffany McGrew, Alexandrea Milby, Alexander Miller,
Joseph Miller, Alexandria Montgomery, Maggie Morris, Tiyatoonse Muuka,
Destiny
Ortner,
Joshua
Owsley, Logan Parker, Megan
Perry, Andre Phillips, Brady
Powell, Brandon Redd, Hannah Riley, Kayla Verberg, Elizabeth Wall, Eric Wann, Hayley
Warner, Sarah Whitworth, Shanna Williams, Kassity Winchester and Malik Vandal.
SIXTH GRADE
All As
Austin Adams, Kayla Adams,
Austin Blakely, Cammie Jo
Campbell,
Thomas
Bolin,
Catherine Claywell, Charles
Courtney, Garrett Cowen, Shelby Crouch, Casey Dowty, Lauren Erickson, Andrea Graham,
Carson Greifenkamp, Patrick
Holbrook,
Spencer
Griffo,
Chelsea Holzschuh,
Meg Hudson, Morgan Huston, Martel Jackson, Max Kinsey, Sawyer Lawson, Tad Masthay, Davey Mauney, Amanda
McDonald, Connor McKenna,
Hanna Miller, Ashton Modglin,
Kristen Morris, Abby Murdock,
Fumihiko Nakamura, Jacob
Obryan, Liam Parker, Heatherly Paschall,
Nerasha Payne, Brian Puckett, Chandler Purdom, Will
Schwettman, Brandon Story,
Cody Therrell. Jonny Thiede,
Shaun Thweatt, Zachary Travis,
Cole Troupe, Victoria Verberg,
Shuntara Washington, Aaron
Whitney, Brandon Williams,
Aaron Wilson. Darby Woods and
Jake Zimmerer.
All As and Bs
Dillon Adams. Haley Armstrong, Emmy Basiak, Haley
Casper,
Brett
Boudreaux,
Kendall Deese, Timothy Dowdy,
Jamal Felton, Deaundre Fields,
Dejonce Fields, Deante Fields.
Miranda Fortner, Laiken Greer.
Sang Myung Ha, Jared Henderson, Chelsea Hill,
Kendley. Zachary
Latia

Maley, Knstyn McAllister. Lin
coln Miller, Amberly Moss.
Simmy Patel, Morgan Rutledge.
Jesus Sigueiros. Jaquelyn Skaggs, Haley Stewart, Chad Thompson, Summer Tipton, Mckensie Tucker, Matthew Van Amenngen, Paige Van Pelt and Quanlice Washington.
SEVENTH GRADE
All As
Taylor Alvey, Steven Arnold,
Bierbaum, Landon
Lauren
Capps.
Lindsey
Boggess,
Robert Cignoni, Elizaeth Dawson, Ian Holmes, Hunter Houck,
Chelsea Johnson, Caitland
McClure, Landon Russell. Zon
Taylor, David Vinson. Amanda
Winchester and Sarah Wooten.
All As and Bs
Bloodworth,
Alexandra
Alexander Bokeno, Elizabeth
Brewer, Matthew Campbell,
Rebecca L. Cole, Johnn Crane,
Matthew Deese, Lauren Dieleman. Travis Durr, Travis Garland, Sang Wook Ha, Daniel
Hughes,
Drew Kelleher, Ryan Kelly,
Kipphut,
Darius
Brandon
Nabavi, Robert Olive, Lauren
Owens, Mario Pannunzio, Lake
Rigsby. Niko Sikkel, Jordan
Smith, Alexander Stephens.
Mackenzie Webster and Garret Wright.
EIGHTH GRADE
All As
Kullen Balthrop, Emily Benson, Jordan Benton, Hannah
Boone, Bailey Boyd, Tyler Burress. Cassidy Copeland, Jamie
Courtney, Sarah Crouch, Sarah
Darnell, Emily Denham, Autumn
Denton, Morgan Graham,
Meghan
Gray.
Aneshia
Henry, Zachary Lambert, Alex
Nance. Michael Orr, Corey
Slaughter, Morgan Steiner, Mark
Stubblefield, Libby . Trevathan,
Dillon Ward, Chelcie Winchester and Chloe Zimmerer.
All As and Bs
Kenny Baldwin, Claire Barnett, Taylor Butler, Hannah
Cochran, Allison Crawford,
Becky Crump. Peiton Demuth,
Will Doran, Brock Downey, Ryan
Greer, Matt Hall, Will Hudson.
Michael Hyatt, Shelby Johnson,
Selina Lajeret, Tosha Majchszak, Michael Mangold,
Carty Mathis. Daniel McGrew,
Ryan Miller, Courtney Nesbitt,
Nico Pannunzio, Seth ParkerBell, Tanner Richerson, Jessica Rudolph, Melissa Shoulberg,
Sarah Stevens, Karli Tabers,
Jacob Thiede, Samantha Tinsley, Christina Veach, Brandon
Watkins and Kathryn Wilson,

Fire Department Helps the Homemakers

PP)otc, pro,,cle, 1
Kathy Mowery directs the chorus of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club
ifor the community program at the open house at the Murray Woman's
as they rehears
Club on Sunda .

Holiday Open House at
the Murray Woman's Club
For many years, the Murray Woman's Club has helped
open the Holiday Season in
Murray with a program of festive holiday music presented
by members of the -community. This year. the club will
have its annual Holiday Open
House on Sunday at 2 p.m.
The Music Department Chorus from the Murray Wortilin's
Club will perform: 'Shout for
Joy," "Behold a Little Child,"
"I Heard the Bells on Christmas Day." "A Christmas Wish"
and "Sleigh Ride." The chorus is directed by Kathy Mow-

ery and accompanied by Oneida White.
The program will also
include musical selections performed by the choirs from Calloway County High School and
Murray High School.
perform
will
Calloway
"Hodie Christus Natus Est" and
"Oh! Christmas Tree" under
the direction of Mark Dycus
and "Carol of the Bell" under
the direction of their student
teacher, Michele Tecklenburg.
Murray, under the direction
of Dr. Brad Almquist and
accompanied by Emily Tran-

tham, will perform "Awake!
Sing Gloria!: "Comfort, Comfort, and Break Forth." and "0
Beauteous Heavenly Light.
To conclude the afternoon
concert, the choirs from both
Calloway County and Murray
High Schools will join together to perform a final set of
three songs.
The community is invited
to attend this festive open house
to kickoff the holiday season.
Refreshments will be served following the performances.

Beginning computer classes scheduled
Two different introductory
computer classes, offered by
Murray State University's Center for Continuing Education,
re currently taking registrations.
The classes are open to the
public and are designed to help
the beginning user become more
confident with important,everyday computer applications.
Introduction to Microsoft
Word will help participants
learn and use Microsoft's widely used word processing pro-

gram. Hands-on sessions will gram
The class will meet for three
include instruction on shortcuts and ways to customize consecutive Thursdays. Dec. 8,
15 and 22 from 6 to 8 p.m.
documents to your needs.
Both classes will meet in
The class will meet for three
consecutive Mondays. Dec. 5. room 209 of the Collins Industry and Technology building
12 and 19 from 6 to 8 p.m.
to on the Murray State campus.
introduction
The
Microsoft Excel class will help Space in each class is limitparticipants learn and use ed.
For more information, or to
Microsoft's spreadsheet program. This hands-on course register, contact the Center for
teaches participants how to Continuing Education at 762organize, calculate and analyze 3659 or 1-8009-669-7654. ext.
data using this popular pro- 3659.
45
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Members of
County Homemakers unload 1,500 poinsettias at the Family Life Center of First United
Methodist Church. The poinsettias will arrive Thursday. Customers with orders can
get them Thursday from 2 to 9 p.m. and Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. For more information call Judy Stahler at 753-7387.
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ANGELS
ATTIC ‘;.4:
ARMIN BAZAAR
972 Chutnut Strut

DECEMBER 3
NOON TO 5:00 RM.)
New & Special Items For Christmas
• 1900 Quilt Pieces with newsprint backing
• Assortment of Jewelry — Brand New
Wedding Band Set, Antique Pieces & More
• Vintage Lamps • Lenox Snowflake
Benefit The Angels Community Clinic

Amazing inner & outer health & beauty products that
are unparalleled in quality, 40, value,
benefits & results!
Please visit our informative website & allow us the
privilege to share how these products will create
RESULTS for you to look younger & feel GREAT!

http://livingproof.myarbonne.com
* A very special Thank Thu to all of our Arbonne clients *
&friends. in Calloway County.
It has been such ajoy to see you glow & see you smile!
Nikki Hjerpe
Executive District Manager
Independent Consultant

226-9502

+

Tiffany Hjerpe, RN

226-9501

ARBONNE

INTERNATIONAL
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An intern says'Thanks Senior Citizens'
Many of us lead hectic lives
as we struggle to meet time
deadlines, financial goals and
till have time for day-to-day
interaction with relatives and
friends. That is the everyday
scenario faced by Murray State
+tudent Miranda Barnett.
Miranda is completing a
required internship that is part
of her social work field of
study at MSU. Her internship
is for 500 hours and she was
placed at the Murray-Calloway
Senior Citizens Center. The
placement was like a hand going
into a glove, a natural fit.
"I used to go with my parents, grandparents and other
relatives to visit my great-grandfather and great-grandmother
in a nursing home when I was
a kid," says Barnett. "I would
usually wind up going up and
down the halls striking up conversations and visiting with all
of the residents." She also
worked at a pharmacy during
high school and was responsible for delivering medications
to all of the rooms in the nursing home. Barnett- also sang
and performed for the residents when asked by the director.
native
Eddyville
The
explains that her experiences
with senior citizens helped steer
her in the direction of social
work studies in college. "I aspire
to direct a senior citizens' home
or nursing home one day." she
said. "My passion is to assist
senior citizens and that goal
has definitely been reinforced
by my internship and experiences here at the MCC Senior
Citizens Center."
Barnett says,"My experience
at the Senior Citizen Center
has been incredible and I am
amazed at the family atmosphere here." She explained that
many of the seniors visit the
Center each day and look forward to seeing their friends
and the staff, all of whom are
part of their extended families. "For those who have no
relatives in the area, their friends
at the. Center are their family
and everyone looks out for
each other," she added.
Barnett leads educational

Miranda Barnett
groups on Tuesdays that mostly focus on loneliness and stress.
This enables her to participate
in what she considers her
favorite part of the job. "I really like sitting and talking with
everyone about their pasts, their
present needs and what they
feet we can do better," She
says. "Eric Kelleher, Teri Cobb
and the rest of the staff are
dedicated to improving and
updating programs to meet the
needs of seniors and are like
an integrated part of the family of seniors. You could not
clone or manufacture more sincere or caring staff members."
Barnett also explained that
she is very impressed with the
number of programs that the
Center offers seniors. She
explained that there are currently offerings fOr Spanish
classes, computer classes, and
exercise and aerobics classes
along with the normal daily
activities that the seniors stay
involved in. "The popular perceptions of seniors are not true,
they really want to continue
learning and stay active."
"I have been here for a little over three months and during that time I have really
become attached to all of the
great seniors and. staff at the
Center," she says. I will be
very sad to leave this position
when my internship ends, but
I'm very thankful to have had
the opportunity. This experience has really opened my eyes

Horoscope
HAPPI" BIRTHDAV for
Thursday. Dec. I, 2005:
You are strong, deliberate and
willful. Your creativity will peak
this year. making nearly anything possible. Be careful about
being too self-absorbed, because
this .characteristic could be the
downfall of an otherwise together and special year. You will
learn from your mistakes.
though you don't want to push
your luck. Next fall, you will
enter a very special period in
which you find that what you
wish for can happen. You also
might want to consider what
facets of your Ide need adjustment. Work on these areas in the
next rune months. If you are single. you could meet that special
person at that time. If you are
attached. he thoughtful of your
sweetie, and take plenty of time
away together. You will need
special enods for the two of
It you find a SAGITTARIAN to he egotistical. look at
yourself. too!' Discipline that
tendency.
the Stars Show the Kind of
Has e: 5 -1 fy
l' sins c 1- \scrap!, 2-Sii-so,
I Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** The New Moon helps
you understand recent events
The clanty you gain puts a smile
on your face Be willing to tackle
a difficult problem or two
Friends' support mixed with
brainstorming will solve nearly
any problem Tonight Listen to
music
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You are coming from a
place of security, though on
some level you feel burdened by
responsibilities A discussion
with a partner or an associate
could help take some of the burden off of you Are you willing to
open up') Tonight Work as a
team
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Though you might be
down, others aren't Allow the
many people in your life to run
with the ball Take the high road,
and you will be a lot happier Try
to get out of your skin and look
at an event with a new perspective Tonight Allow your popularity to speak
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
**** Your imagination plays a
big role in a relationship
Understand what needs to happen with a key partnership You
cannot push someone any further away Perhaps some nurtur-

to the value of affording senior citizens the opportunity to
interact with their peers and
the way they come to rely
upon the Center."
that
explained
Barnett
younger families are involved
in work, school and other activities daily. "Because of the
hectic pace we all follow, the

Lucky Recipient

Senior Citizens Center enables
the grandparents to chart their
own course and stay involved
and active. "I just wish that
more seniors would take advantage of the offerings of the
Center."
"I have a faith-based family background that stresses the
fact that we are all responsible for helping our neighbor.
Just seeing the positive impact
you can have spending a little time talking, taking the time
to smile and listen and encourage people to stay involved
makes this so rewarding," said
Barnett. "I am so thankful
for the opportunity I've had
and will not forget the people
I have met in Murray and the
chance to be a small part of
such a great effort."
The Murray-Calloway Senior
Citizens Center is one of the
agencies supported by your
generous donations to the United Way. Please donate to support the needs of our community by your generous contribution to the United Way.

prp,,((led

Frances Wilkerson (left) was the lucky recipient of an
original watercolor by Emily Wolfson titled "End of
Summer". The watercolor was a donation to the annual Holiday Gallery held by the Murray Art Guild.

IF YOU HAVEAN EVENT YOU'D LIKE TO
ANNOUNCE CALL USAT 753-1916

AMERICA'S

MOST POPULAR
FAMILYTALK PLAN

$999

ADD A LINE FOR

by Jacqueline Bluer
ing could go a long way. Tonight:
Get some extra sleep.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Your imagination rocks
and rolls. You see many situations in a different light than others do Your mind takes you in a
new direction Let go of seriousness, and help others relax with
you You've got ideas. Tonight
Let your frisky personality dominate.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***.* Investigate what feels
right, and follow through
Sometimes you can be very
hard on other people Chill out
and decide what you want from
a work or daily situation You win
be able to create lust that.
Tonight Happy at home
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Don't hold back anymore. Express your imaginative
side Others want to hear more
from you An older or very senous friend plays a key role.
Expressing yourself takes you in
a new direction Tonight. Talk up
a storm
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Be willing to spend tho'
extra amount to ensure that
get what you want Sometime:
you sell yourself short Don:
Your image might need some
sprucing up Tonight Your treat.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21) .
***** Resolutions made
today last You might need to follow through Take the high road
and look at what is going on.
Listen to someone, but still claim
your power Investigate what
seems like a wild idea Tonight
You decide
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Slow down and find some
answers Listen to others, enjoy
yourselves Take your time thinking through decisions. Visualize
more of what you want Talk
want.
what you
through
feelings
your
Investigate
Tonight' Move slowly
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Look to your long-term
desires. Think in terms of developing associations Meetings
provide a great deal of feedback
Others prove to be a bit testy or
remote, but the fnendly Aquarian
defuses the situation Tonight
Be a fnend first.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Take a stand, and others
will follow Your intuition comes
through You might need to delegate more, as you are bred. You
might need some time off to rest
and relax Tonight' In the limelight
BORN TODAY
Singer Lou Rawls (1935)
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Holidays tune up on TV

Nees
NewsI

11

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Good grief, network executives
said when they first saw Charles
Schulz's "A Charlie Brown
Christmas."
"They thought it was too
slow," executive producer Lee
Mendelson recalls being told
by the powers-that-were at CBS
in 1965.
But the special was an instant
hit with cntics and audiences.
Forty years later, its ruminations on the spirif of Christmas, backed by a lilting jazz
score by Vince Guaraldi, remain
fresh and affecting.
Schulz, the creator of Charlie Brown and the rest of the
"Peanuts" comic strip gang,
never doubted that the program he'd written was good,
Mendelson said. Schulz, who
died in 2000, considered it his
favorite of the "Peanuts- TV
specials.
"I guess you can have an
animated scene where you have
a "kid read from the Bible,"
Mendelson said of the show,
in which Charlie is depressed
by the commercialization of
Christmas until he is reminded of its unchanged meaning.
The sermon falls to Linus.
"I can tell you what Christmas is about, he says, recounting the story of Christ's birth
and ending with. "Glory to
God in the highest, and on
Earth peace, goodwill toward
men."
"A Charlie Brown Christmas," directed by animator Bill
Melendez, airs 8 p.m. Tuesday. Dec. 6, on ABC. It's paired
with "Charlie Brown Christmas Tales," based on Schulz's
work and featuring each of the
Peanuts characters, including
Snoopy. in individual vignettes.
old
other
the
Among
favorites and newcomers marking the holiday season (all
times EST, check local listings
for PBS_ programs):

ANIMAMtf:
•"Rudolph the Red-Nosed
Reindeer." 8 p.m. Wednesday.
Nov. 30, CBS. A shy reindeer
battles the Abominable Snowmonster and finds that his
vibrantly colored nose makes
him a hero, not a misfit, when
Santa Claus needs a guiding
light.
IN "the Happy Elf," 8 p.m.
Friday, Dec. - 2, NBC. Harry
Connick lends his voice and
original songs to the story of
Eubie the elf, who must rescue the unhappy town • of
Bluesville. The voices of Carol
Kane, Lewis Black, Mickey
Rooney and Rob Paulsen also
are featured.
III "Santa Claus is Comin'
to Town," 8 p.m. Friday, Dec.
2, ABC. Fred Astaire was the
narrator for this 1970 tale about
how Kris Kringle (Mickey
Rooney) overcomes a ban on
toys in his native Sombertown
and ends up becoming Santa
Claus, the world's biggest toy
distributor.
•"I Want a Dog for Christmas, Charlie Brown!" .8 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 9. ABC. Rerun.
younger brother of Linus and
Lucy; gets more than he bargained for when Snoopy the
beagle invites his brother. Spike,
for a visit.
.•"Rugrats Chanukah Special," 2 p.m. Saturday. Dec.
17. Nickelodeon. Grandpa Boris
and his old rival. Shlomo, perform in a play about the holiday's meaning and, with the
help of the babies, find a way
to reconcile.
III "Frosty the Snowman,"
8 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 17, CBS.
Jimmy Durante narrated the
tale of the brave snowman pursued by evil Professor Hinkle
on a mission to rescue the
North Pole. Followed at 8:30
p.m. by "Frosty Returns." narrated by Jonathan Winters.
• "A Rugrats Kwanzaa.
8:30 p.m. Monday. Dec. 26,
Nickelodeon. When Aunt T.
arrives to celebrate the Kwanthe
with
holiday
zaa
Carrnichaels. little Susie learns
what it means to honor "the
legacy of our great people,"
and what greatness comes from.
•"Arthur's Perfect Christmas," 8 p.m. Saturday. Dec.
24, PBS. Elwood City is abuzz
with plans for the perfect holChristmas,
whether
iday,
Hanukkah or Kwanzaa, but
as
go
doesn't
everything
planned for Arthur. D.W. and
their family and friends.
•"Chanukah Stories," airing on PBS stations in December (check local listings). Two
children's books, "The Tie
Man's Miracle" and "Moishe's
Miracle," were adapted for this
special. featuring Jami Gertz
and Bob Saget.

MOVIES:
• "Holiday Inn," g p.m.
Sunday. Dec. 4, AMC. Bing
Crosby and Fred Astaire star
as two showmen whose New
England country inn, open only
on national holidays, becomes
a success. The classic tune

Tony Dem
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ed by the president, first lady
and other prominent Washing
tonians. Phil McGraw ("Dr.
Phil") and his wife, Robin, are
the hosts.
III "L.A. Holiday Celebration," 10 p.m. Thursday. Dec.
15. PBS. A multicultural program of music and dance with
performers of African, Asian,'
European, Middle Eastern and
Hispanic backgrounds marking
the season. Elayne Boosler
hosts.
• "Soul Train Christmas
Special," 8 p.m. Saturday, Dec.
17. Wayne Brady, Eric Benet
and Tiffany Evans host a slate
of R&B stars performing holiday hits.
In "A Home for the Holidays," 8 p.m. Wednesday. Dec.
21. CBS. George Lopez and
Jamie Lee Curtis are among
those featured in this annual
effort to spotlight the issue of
adoption. • Performers include
Sheryl Crow. Mary J. Blige
and the Goo Goo Dolls.
•"Renee Fleming: Sacred
Songs and Carols,' 8 p.m.
Wednesday. Dec. 21, PBS. In
this "Great Performances" program recorded at Germany's
Mainz Cathedral, the opera
singer is backed by an orchestra and full choir.
•"Christmas with the Mormon Tabernacle Choir," 9 p.m.
Wednesday. Dec. 21, and 9
p.m. Saturday, Dec. 24, PBS.
Audra McDonald and Peter
Graves take part in a concert
that includes African-American
spirituals and contemporary
favorites.
II "A St. Olaf Christmas in
Norway." 10 p.m. Wednesday,
Dec. 21, PBS. The choir of
St. Olaf College in Northfield.
Minn.. joins with a Norwegian
girls' choir and mezzo Randi
tene in a program taped at
Tronheim's Nidaros Cathedral.
•"Christmas at Belmont."
9 p.m. Thursday. Dec. 22, and
Sunday. Dec. 25. PBS (check
local listings). Country singer
Josh . Turner, a Belmont University alumnus, is set to perform at the school's annual
concert Hall, as are students,
faculty and the Nashville Children's Choir.
• "Creature Comforts —
Merry Christmas Everybody."
10:30 p.m. Friday. Dec. 23,
BBC America. In short films
from the makers of Wallace &
Gromit, answers from Brits to
pressing questions (how do
hamsters handle indigestion?)
KING STUFFERS:
l• "Christmas in Rockefeller come out of the mouths of
Center," 8 p.m. Wednesday. animal characters.
World
MI "Walt Disney
Nov. 30, NBC.'A celebration
of the lighting of the famous Christmas Day Parade." 10 a.m.
Sunday, Dec. 25. ABC. Regis
New York tree, with music by
Philbin and Kelly Ripa host
Rod Stewart. Sheryl Crow, Carrie Underwood, Brian Wilson, the 22nd annual telecast of the
resort's parade, with guests
the Brian Selzer Orchestra and
including Vanessa Williams,
Earth, Wind & Fire.
•"Entertainment Weekly's Julie Andrews. Tiger Woods,
Fantasia and Hayden ChrisBest Holiday Movies." 10:15
p.m. Sunday. Dec. 4. AMC. tensen.
•"Live from Lincoln Cen
Actor French Stewart hosts this
rundown of yuletide movie ter," 8 p.m. Saturday. Dec. 31,
PBS. The New York Philharfavorites.
• "Creative Juice for the monic presents its annual New
Holidays," 10 p.m. Monday, Year's Eve gala, featuring a
Dec. 5, DIY Network. Hosts program of Italian opera with
so_prano_ Angela Gheorghiu.
Cathie Filian and Steve PiaMILD LNG SYNE:
cenza demonstrate affordable
•"New Year's Eve with Carholiday craft projects, including turning foam snowballs into son Daly," 11:30 p.m. Satursnowmen and tomato wire cages day. Dec. 31. NBC. Daly rings
in 2006 from New York City's
into Christmas trees.
•"The White House Christ- Times Square.
•"Dick Clark's Primetime
mas 2005," 8 p.m. Wednesday.
New Year's Rockin' Eve 2006,"
Dec. 7, HGTV.The special. with
10 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 31, ABC.
host Gail O'Neill, takes viewRyan Seacrest joins Clark in
ers into the holiday planning
hosting the celebration in Times
process for the White House
Square.
and includes first lady Laura
II "New Year's Eve Live,"
Bush's discussion of her choice
11 p.m. Saturday. Dec. 31, Fox.
for this year's theme.
Regis Philbin is the host for
III "Christmas in Washington." 8 p.m. Wednesday. Dec. these Times Square festivities,
including music, celebrities and
14, TNT. Rascal Flatts. Carrie
a look back at the events of
Underwood and Ciara will per2005.
form at the annual event attend-

"White Christmas" was introduced, in the 1942 film:
• "Recipe for a Perfect
Christmas." 9 p.m., Monday.
Dec. 5, Lifetime Television.
Bobby Cannavale. Christine
Baranski and Carly Pope star
in a romantic comedy about a
fledgling food critic whose
scheme involving her mom and
a restaurant owner doesn't go
according to plan.
•"It's a Wonderful Life,"
8 p.m. Friday. Dec. 10, and 8
p.m. Saturday. Dec. 24; NBC.
Frank Capra's classic 1946 fantasy about troubled George Bailey (James Stewart) and his
angel.Clarence
enlightening
(Henry Travers).
• "Dr. Seuss' How the
Grinch Stole Christmas,- 8:30
p.m. Saturday. Dec. 10. ABC.
Jim Carrey stars as the unpopular Grinch in the film based
on the Dr. Seass book. Christine Baranski and Jeffrey Tambor co-star.
• "The Santa Clause," 8
p.m. Thursday. Dec. 15, NBC.
Tim Allen stars as a man who
becomes the unwilling successor to Santa Claus and has to
'quickly learn the ropes. Wendy
Crewson, David Krumholtz and
Peter Boyle co-star.
Lampoon's
• "National
Christmas Vacation," 8 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 18, NBC. Clark
Griswold's bad luck contines
to dog him at Christmas, but
at least his holiday bonus is
coming. Chevy Chase and Beverly D'Angelo star.
•"Christmas Lights," 9 p.m.
AmeriFriday. Dec. 23.
ca. Two lifelong friends — and
rivals — become locked in a
holiday house decoration contest that gets out of control
and ultimately forces them to
reflect on what really counts.
Robson Green and Mark Benton star.
•"I'll Be Home for Christmas," 9 p.m. Saturday. Dec.
24, ABC. College student Jake
(Jonathan Taylor Thomas) is
on a homeward holiday trek,
determined to win hack his
girlfriend and get a '57 Porsche,
to boot.
•"Finding John Christmas,"
9 p.m. Sunday. Dec. 25. CBS.
Valerie Bertinelli, Peter Falk,
David Cubitt and William Russ
star in the tale of a woman
whose search for her longmissing brother brings her
together with a newspaper photo ra her and a hclpful angel.
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WSIL-ABC Haire No Fear The LilaaPopeJohn Pall PrimetimeI
I

News
Simp-

Last Call
Seinteid

America's Houses of Worship He Touched Me
Paid
4BeckerI Bernie
:

Frasier 1 King

Oprah Winfrey K.

Life

WGN News at Nine

Sex &

Becker 1s.. Da Vim's inquest

Your Day iVal

Feed

Bill

Ky Life
News
WKIAPPIS Wild and Scenic Kentucky: A Kentucky Life Special
WOKA4511 SawilvIle "Spot- tt-. lEverwood tin Stereo) Judge J.
SportaCenter I.Live)I
College Football: MAC Championship -- Teams IBA
ESPN

Chester: ,

Blind

IBlind

Friends

'Late Late Show

News A. Late Show

a • Home

Videos

—"Inspire- linspira-

Fellow-

Trivita'

GED

Europe

'Charlie Rose Nil'

Sex 8

Will

Paid

NFL Live Outside

Paid

SportsCenter(Live)

Wm, Basketball

Racers

Racers

Holly-

Frankly

NFL's Greatest

MTV

Sex

Punk'd

Sex

Next

Next

Next

TNT

NBA Basketball Sac Antonio Spurs at Dallas Mavericks. 1411A Basketball Los Angeles Lakers at Utah Jazz :Live) Inside the NBA k•
Dead Tenants
Psychic Witness
Psychic' Witness rt)l) Dead Tenants(N) .Secrets-Science
Secrets-Science
I Do
Nanny
1
Golden 4_Golden
Will
Movie Song-Season Movie: **) 'The Christmas Wish'(l9913)2 Will
SVU
Order:
8
Law
,
Lt i
Skry
Cl
Order
Law
Moyle:*'Cos* Ugh-"(2000, Drama)Piper Perabo.I
Law Order: Cl

ESPN2

TLC
LIFE
USA

College Basketball Nevada at Kansas
Purged
Band
Reel World Reunion Band

Next

FAN

Movie: can Tr/me/V(1990)ga*Sewn. Movie: **''... "Tremorsit Mershocks"(1996) Movie:ime7 "Tremors 0990)katepan,
;Crossing Jordan if. 4Ccid Case Files A. Cold Case Files A
Cold Case Files 1 Cold Case Files 31, The First 48 11
Paid
Videos Paid
1Videos
Rudolph's-New Year Whose? Whose? The 700 ClubI
Without Santa

NICK

Sponge

AMC
A&E

Full Hse. Full Hse. Fresh Pr. Cosby
House
reDesign Divine Design

HON

Smell

SPIKE

CSI: Crime Scn

WTBS

MXC

MXC

MXC

Cosby

Rose-

Cosby

House

Design

First

MXC

Ptaybook MXC

. Fresh Pr. Fresh Pr. RoseSmell

Roes-

reDesign Divine Design

CSI: Crime Scn

Game

Blind

Friends

Friends

COURT

Movie: tree "The Wedding Singer'(1998)I Moyle: cc "reinmy Boy"(1995) Chris Far*. 'The Cioorries"(1995)
Yu Gi Oh Futurama Family ;Stroker 'tNeon Gen Samurai S-CRY-Ed
MOAK Taper's Heisted Christmas-(2000) Lyoko
Forensic Evidence
Justice The Investigators
Forensic Evidence The Investigators IN'i HollyThe Investigators

BET

Porkers

Girl-

TOON

Multitude of Mercies 'The Ultimate Hustler In Color In Color Jamie F. IJamie F. BET After Dark
Soldier Country 'Music
Soldier Dukes of Hazzard ;Making l'.Venial0Society"
yriana C.athouse Family ;Inside the NFL x
MOVill: at* lesterday"(2004) ii-

CMTV

Top 20 Countdown

HBO

Inside the lift l

MAX

Movie: "The Chiang*of Ridack '(2004)letkitimate Intimate Movie: lath;Lhas"
Orphans Athenare on an St 5. Child
PM Sty otthe Weeping Camel Movie:'Wien MI I Be Loved" Moles: at •2 'Control'(2004)'ft Movie: Ts*Party"(1996)9'
Kim
Lizzie
Proud
So Raven So Raven 'Phil
11008:**1-4 "Gene of he Jungle"(1997) Maggie .1 Sister

SHOW
DISH
FLIX
11802

Movie: *Art "Ake"(1990) Mie Farrow,I Movie: "Smoot,Talk" 1985)I Movie: *** "Desperate HourS"(1990)'Ft tHotal Cot
Escape Under
2 Tight cd the Phoenix"(2004) X,Naked World In Stereol3r
Mork *4,
ilwels You OW Send Curb
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MANY ITEMS AT THEIR LOWEST PRICE OF THE YEAR.
THEY'RE PULLING OUT ALL
THE STOPS WITH HISTORIC
RED TAG PRICE REDUCTIONS
FOR 9 SENSATIONAL HOURS!
IT'S ALL YOURS ON THURSDAY,
Sale At All
DECEMBER 1ST, 2005 FROM
4 Fleming Locations! 12
NOON TO 9:00 PM! HURRY!

flemitr

STORE CLOSING EARLY TODAY...to reduce prices on items for every room in your

home!

TOMORROW,
12 NOON TO 9 PM!

F:

12

FABULOUS!

SUPERB!

REMARKABLE

Klaussner 7 Pc.

Lane Leather

LIVING ROOM
GROUP

ROCKING
RECLINER

$1097

$497

HOURS!

AMAZING!
Serta Plush or Firm

olid Wood

GLIDER
ROCKER

EXTRA...

SALESPEOPLE.
EXTRA CREDIT Starting at
PERSONNEL.
OUTSTANDING!
EXTRA OFFICE
Ashley
STAFF, AND
GAME PUB
EXTRA
TABLE W/2 STOOLS
DELIVERY
PERSONNEL
WILL BE HERE
BARGAINS!BARGAINS!
TO ASSIST
YOU!

$247

$447

YES! BIG RED PRICE TAGS WILL BE CLEARLY
MARKED AT IMPORTANT PRICE REDUCTIONS
ON EVERYTHING IN THEIR VAST INVENTORY!
IT'S LIKE FINCING
DIAMONDS! THOSE
BIG RED TAGS
SIGNAL PERHAPS
THE MOST
IMPORTANT
PRICE
REDUCTIONS
YOU'VE
EVER SEEN
ON EACH
ITEM!
BUY
NOW
AND
SAVE!

BARGAINS!

SOME ARE ONE-OF-A-KIND! SOME
ARE LIMITED QUANTITY...
COME EARLY FOR
BEST CHOICE!

))

EXTRA SPECIAL OFFER!

/Ito
et/It/Pitt)
7441
14:00c11041(9
041pm/k:

k Nkly
tat
POI?
Roo*
tfrERY
00
141
r8
BIG
BARGAIN!

icipatio

p

QUEEN
MATTRESS SET

$599
WANTED!

Cherry or Oak

JEWELRY
ARMOIRE
From $199

P,STONISHIN_OI
Cherry or Oak

CEDAR
CHESTS
From

$299

YOU'LL
FIND
EVERY ITEM
REDUCED!
•,r,'
: • _,71-IBECP=
•TRUNDLE BEDS'
•
•DAYBEDS'
•L3VESEATS1
•BUNK BEDS'
•TABLES'
•MOTION FURNITURE'•DESKS'
•WALL UNITS'
•SECTIONALS'
•CURIOS!
•SLEEP SOFAS
•LAMPS'
•ROCKERS'
•ACCESSORIES'
•RECLINERS'
•PCTIIPFS!
•FAMILY ROOMS'
•DINING ROOMS' PLUS MUCH.
•DINETTES'
MUCH
•BEDROOMS'
•MATTRESS SE'S'
MORE!
•CHESTS'

BUT, YOU MUST HURRY!
FAMOUS BRANDS REDUCED!

• ASHLEY
• ROWE
•KLAUSSNER
• HICKORY HILL

• BROYHILL
• LANE
• SERTA
• THOMASVILLE

...plus many. many more!

80/1/e!

THAT ENTIRE HOUSEFUL...

...of fine furniture you need can be yours!
Buy 3. 4, 5 or more roomfuls of new furniture
and save hundreds and hundreds of dollars now!

TOMORROW 12 NOON TO 9 pm!

EVERY
ITEM IN THEIR
S4.000.000 INVENTORY
IS NOW REDUCED'

DF THIS ADVERTISU,"A? PARTS TI-IERE
t-OPYRK,HT 21X5 WSECI INTERNATIONAL WC ANY UNAUTHORIZED L[s-F

SORRY NO ONE WILL BE ADMITTED BEFORE THE OFFICIAL 12 NOON OPENING ON THURSDAY'

SPECIAL CREDIT
OFFER!

nemin

NO PAYMENT
UNTIL

2007:

Divisional Itsiloy-Wiggins Furniture. Inc.
Ma us st worwilontingfurn!tore corn

Dutem.

SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinkleville Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mile East of 1-24
Paducah, KY 442 4455 • 1 800-788-6224

Supertviller
& Iurriit
(orations
Open
Sunda
I-5

Open Daily 10-7. Sunday 15 Friday 10-8
305 North Main Street, Benton KY

527-3481 • 1-800 559-6224 awireitetsittit
451 South 16th Street, Paducah KY
442-4465 • 1-800•450 6224 twowiss,,•,
3060 Hwy 641 North. Murray, KY
753-6309 • 1.666.753-8309 hese te 144 ha I

We Can Help You Sell
Your Old Furniture
449 South 16th Street

Consignment

**Excludes Value Priced Items. Closeouts Special Sale
* 'With 5099 minimum purchase with approved credit. Purchases. Limited Quantities on Closeout items. Not all
Items, & Room Solutions. Does Not Apply To Previous
-see store for details. Special orders require 25% deposit.
items at all stores Items similar as shown."

NS ednesda),'member 30, 2005 • 3B
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CLASSIFIEDS
classifiedemurrayledser.cont

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
I i.II

Money Ledger & Times Fair Houtung Act Notice
to the Federal Fair
All real estate adveresed herein is suinect
any prierHousing Act, which makes it illegal to adsonrare
race. color, relience limitation or dismnimation based
origin. or
national
or
status
gion. sex, handicap, familial
or ais.
intention to make any such preferences, litrutanons
cnnuriation
sale. rental or ads erState laws forbid discrumnation in theadditio
n to those protwang at real estate based on factors in
law
federal
under
tected
ing tor real estate
We will knowingly accept am advertispersons
are herebv
which is not in violation of the law All are as adabie
on an
informed that all dwellings ads ertued
basis.
nity
equal opportu
For further assistance with Fair
Houstng Advertising requirements,
contact NAA Counsel Rene P %Ian !WY rINIMIN
LEN11:46.R
1703164n-10M

ADJUSTMENT
mit In kg ewer.
• at mei aos fa any WWI Want Ledger I
Times fid be responstie in only cne named
,nsertion A. error should be reported nine&
eery so correceone can be made
DEADLINES
Mondry
Tuesday

moos*
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

010 Lao Norio,
00 /Wee
ON Porospole
40

140

111
200
210
220
260
270
200

Rediedlein Wented
Lest Oa/ Fosse
1400 Woreloi
Pullen Witidnd
DerioirkI Callecare
Opporasety
Ilbolnelse
lin
Cosipir
Appliose Pole
11101 To guy
APPIee For SW
Appliances
Home Furntehings

IMO
40
40

070
010
100
1i0
120
130
140
150
155
160

165
190

255

300
320
330
340

360
370
39/3
390
410

A/ARUM

425

Lawn & Carden

Arm reipmparat "
Kw,limirprimar
Spells 1101pmer
Firewood
Lasres1
Mobile Mom US For 11106
Mobile Noose Per Oslo
&lobar Negnie P60 Wet
NeiIlisesJAY Pot Meal
Ilusioss Plotele
11010010s Foe Rent
Nome Fp Rent
Haulm For Rent
Osage ileresle
Cormserohal Property
PestIIllepples
Uvoriodi & Ouperlee
POPP Ws
Lend For Rent or Leese

00 Read Isms
41111 Labe Propeny
40 Last Per OW
4111 We Per Nere
40,Pones For sr.
415 Ilierespe
40 He... For Sere
470 Illelercycidie I ATVs
4111, Arlo Parts
1100 Meaty %Now
OS
400 Used Care
4116 Vans
SOO Used Trucks
510 CAMPIWIll
520 Boats• Motors
530 Services Mired
560 Free Column
570 TODOCCO &App.."

$3.25

\\

,.

Run,
$8.00 Column Inch, barr Discount 2nd
417F Disauunt rd Run.
r, Rtti Per 10,1
.in.. Guide)
er column inch extra for Monday ISho.
I

\II,

$8.25 First Dav - 20 words or less
Over 20 %studs $50 each
(onsecutise pays_ 5.11 per word per dayLamle)
ional
Addit
\Ion
2,entm tor
`S...) 00 extra tor blind box ads
',itOrping

Stephens or Julie Brown
Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill
ed
sifi
Clas
the
l
Cal
Ad
r
You
ce
To Pla
a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30
Ave
ll
tne
Whi
1
100
at
ce
offi
our
or stop by

ett

060

010

010

010

Lelia

Lecial
Notice

Notice

010

010

Legal
Notice

Help Wanted

Legal
Notice

Leval
Nonce

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
ied

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 05-CI-00014

on firm seeks qualif
Progrer.sise ILkal regional telecommunicati
applicants for:
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
VE: The successful
MEDIA & CONTENT REPRESENTATI
COURT OF JUSTICE
ing news and weathinclud
age
cover
media
y
candidate will conduct a variet
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
ising for local businesses to air on cable
e
advert
prepar
and
sell
ts,
81
forma
er
I-002
Civil Action No. 05-C
and other sources the products to be
DEUTSCHE BANK NATIONAL TRUST
television. visit and discuss with clients
AS TRUSThE FOR LONG BEACH
from clients. Salary partially
Y,
ation
PAN
inform
nt
COM
releva
obtain
advertised and
to
U.$. BANK, NA (Successor by Merger
LOAN TRUST 2003-1,
GE
TGA
MOR
based on commission.
er to
PLAINTIFF,
Firstar Bank, NA,Successor by Merg
do WASHINGTON MUTUAL BANK, FA
/TN/Broadcasting or equi%:dent
er to
Merg
by
r
esso
Succ
NA,
,
Bank
Qualifications: Four year degree in Radio
ntile
Merca
F,
NTIF
PLAI
)
Bank
ence.
alth
expen
onwe
of
years
United Comm
VS. NOTICE OF SALE
NT: The successful candiACCOUNTANT/PURCHASING AGE
ial records; responsible for
financ
and
s
ledger
VS. NOTICE OF SALE
ining
date will assist in mainta
LARRY W. GOODE,
ny operations; responcompa
rt
suppo
to
S.
purchasing materials and equipment
HERINE GOODE, DEFENDANT
CAT
TT
SCO
H
e agreements.
ORA
servic
y
DEB
suppl
DONALD R. SCOTT,
sible for establishing preferred sources and
AGENCY,
red
ente
Sale
CPA certification
RAYMOND NELSON INSURANCE
of
r
and
e
Orde
degre
PANY,
Qualifications: Four years accounting
By virtue of an Amended Judgment and
, in the
INC., GALLIMORE EQUIPMENT COM
2005
round preferred.
26,
r
backg
ons
embe
icati
Sept
on
t
ommun
Cour
Telec
it
and
Circu
ence
LIMORE
Purchasing expen
by the Calloway
HOWARD DUNCAN and DOYLE GAL
sale at the Courthouse
DEFENDANTS.
he successful candidate
above cause, I shall proceed to offer for
the
to
,
ucky
d/b/a Gallimore Equipment Company,
Kent
ty,
TECHNOLOGY STORE MANAGER:T
Coun
door in the City of Murray, Calloway
op sales strategies of new products;
devel
and
,
plan
2005
team:
5,
sales
e
mber
the
manag
Dece
by
will
ay,
Sale entered
highest bidder, at public auction on Mond
ing budget.
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of
, the following
manage and adhere to approved operat
2005, in the above
hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout
the
at
Calloway Circuit Court on October 25,
and
,
ucky
retail management and/or four year
door
Kent
of
se
ty,
years
thou
Coun
five
Cour
mum
oway
the
at
Mini
Call
in
ns:
sale
Qualificatio
described property located
cause, I shall proceed to offer for
highthe
field.
to
d
wit:
,
to
relate
ucky
ws
in
e
ty, Kent
college degre
more particularly described as follo
in the City of Murray, Calloway Coun
sful candidate will engage
ay, December 5, 2005, at
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER: The succes
est bidder, at public auction on Mond
as
n
visio
wing
Subdi
es
follo
Shor
design. and installation
the
,
st,
rson
about
foreca
Ande
and
there
of
d
or
,
II
Lot No. 663 in Unit
in communication planning. deman
the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t.
makes
5 at Page 73, in
County, Kentucky, with
ering support; compiles information and
engine
es
n by plat recorded in Plat Book Number
provid
show
ght;
oversi
described property located in Calloway
County Court, the above
KY, and being
oway
equipment: coordinates with
ay,
onic
Call
Murr
t,
the
electr
of
of
k
Stree
ase
d
Cler
purch
Broa
the
the
of
on
526
e
being
offic
tions
ess
the
recommenda
its addr
ferred subject to all
n and deliver voice, data, and
described Lot 663 is conveyed and trans
infra and inter-company personnel to desig
more particularly described as follows:
s runnant
cove
other
all
and industry specifications
and
ns
ictio
RUS
restr
with
s,
protective covenant
video services; ensures compliance
Page
154,
W.J.
to
Book
in
eyed
n
conv
eenng.
show
Lot
as
engin
the
ical
ning with the title of said land
Qualifications: Four year degree in electr
Being 60 feet off of the South side of
oway County Court.
ws:
Call
follo
certification preferred.
as
the
of
router
k
ibed
Cisco
Cler
descr
and
the
al.,
of
et
e
round
s,
offic
backg
Syke
the
ons
in
W.D.
,
icati
2201
Telecommun
Caplinger by
background and reference checks will
e, and
Pre-employment physical examination,
feet
Good
W.
250
y
t
Larr
Stree
d
to
Broa
eyed
of
conv
e
side
estat
West
g the same real
Bein
Beginning at a stake on the
he required.
J.O.R. Farms., Inc., by
way, it being the
wife, Catherine Goode, by deed from
North of the North edge of the State High ce North with the
the basis of race, color, religion, sex.
, dated December 17,
Riley
s
then
Jame
lot;
h
dent,
Smit
The employerjioes not discriminate on
presi
T.D.
its
the
ugh
of
r
thro
and
Northeast corne
543,
t
Page
abou
463,
, in Book
a stake; thence West
age, national origin, or disability.
2002, and recorded December 27, 2002
West edge of Broad Street 60 feet to
south with the east edge
ble at the Kentucky Department for
County Clerk's Office.
oway
Call
244 feet to a stake at an alley; thence
Applications for the position are availa
r; thence East with
corne
t
hwes
Nort
the
Mayfield, KY 42066 through Des.
to
St..
feet
7th
60
South
alley
319
of said
Employment Services,
on a cash or credit
point of beginsold
the
be
to
shall
feet
rty
244
prope
line
ed
rty
tion
es are 7:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. on
prope
emen
h's
Servic
The afor
said T.D. Smit
9th. Regular office hours at Employment
t of 30 days, the purchassday and Thursday and
Wedne
basis of 30 days, but if sold on a credi
on
p.m.
ning.
4:30
,
a.m.8:00
issioner oneMonday and Tuesday,
be required to deposit with the Comm
shall
er
7:30-12:00 noon on Friday.
;in cash, together with bonds for the
by deed from Dewayne

third of the purchase price
equal installments
remainder of the purchase price, in two
4 per
,
interest at 12
ng
beari
y,
suret
cient
suffi
with good and
and
due
fully
and
paid,
until
sale
annum from the date of
be retained on the
payable in thirty 130) days. A lien'shall
quent taxes shall he
delin
All
ity.
secur
ional
addit
as
rty
prope
paid.
ascertained and

Being the same property conveyed
and wife, to Donald Ray
Smith and Becky Dee Smith, husband
and wife, dated
and
husb
,
Scott
Scoft and Deborah Gay
179, Card 1256, in the
January 2, 1991, of record in Book
County Court.
Office of the Clerk of the Calloway
sold on a cash or credit
The aforementioned property shall be
of 30 days, the purchast
credi
basis of 30 days, but if sold on a
commissioner ten perthe
with
it
depos
to
red
requi
be
er shall
with bonds )for the
her
toget
cash
in
price
hase
cent of the purc
and sufficient suregood
with
)
price
remainder of the purchase
129k per annum from the
at
est
inter
ng
beari
nt
amou
said
ty,
and payable in thirty 1301
date of sale until paid, and fully due
rty as additional
prope
the
on
ned
retai
days. A lien shall be
tained and paid.
ascer
be
shall
s
security. All delinquent taxe

This 3rd day of November. 2005.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

This 3rd day of November, 2005.

CHRISTMAS IS
COMING BLOWOUT
CLEARANCE SALE
ON NiMEBRAND
KIDSWEAR!

Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Happy
Birthday

Notice

Save 40-70% Off
retail prices.

ORDINANCE 2005-1393
nance
An Ordinance amending Ordi which
e
nanc
ordi
an
9.
-137
2005
Number
Murray,
adopted the 2005-2006 City of
restating
Kentucky annual budget by
ures for
certain revenues and expendit
t.
budge
tions
opera
ay
Murr
the City of
s/s H. Thomas Rushing.
H. Thomas Rushing, Mayor
Attest:
s/s Harla McClure
Harla McClure City Clerk
Summary prepared by: ,
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

Exclusive nine limited
offer! Log,on to
vvu.magickidsusacii,
Ali Mg-225-9411
tree catalog mention
discount coupon cisl.
I

A 1975 grad,
To three he'o called
Dad
He turns

50

today.

From your wife g tons

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY!
CARD OF THANKS
The family of
Dorothy Nell Workman
the
wish to thank everyone for
s
card
,
calls
e
phon
food, visits,
ss
illne
her
ng
duri
ers
flow
and
and death.
Tim
A special thanks to Bro.
the
ell,
Frizz
Joel
Cole, Bro.
l
chil
Chur
J.H.
and
s
pallbearer
Funeral Home for taking care
of all our needs.
It is comforting to have fami
so
are
that
nds
frie
ly and
.
caring at such a difficult time
vim.
of
May God bless each
Tomes, Vickie & Justin Holton.:
Stephanie & Joey Peels
—4110,

WHAT Happens After
Death?" Pastor May
answers questions on
this topic Saturday.
December 3, 9AM.
Murray Seventh-Day
Adventist Church at
Sycamore
15th ' &
Streets

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Notice

Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER

OF0

060

020

60 days or less:
become a regional
us.
with
manager
Supplement your present income. Earn $2K3K per month. Part
time or full time, No
experience required.
Training available Call
877-676-5587

FULL time LPN/CNA
for West Kentucky
Gastroentrology
Center. Send resume
to: 719 Elm St., Murray,
KY 42071.
PIZZA Pro is now hiring
inside help Must be 18
or older. Apply at 605-C
S. 12th St.

center
CHILDCARE
looking for full time/part
time hard working individuals to help shape
the minds of children
ages birth to 12 years
old Must be flexible
Apply 109 S. 15th St.
Murray

TOBACCO land and
barn for rent 489-2116
OSO
Lost and Found
LOST on 11/19/2005
red and white Pitbull
puppy. Has a white
stnpe in the middle of
face Goes by Gotti
Reward 705-5858
LOST: Boston Terrier.
Black & White, missing
from Swallow Lane/
Center Ridge area.
436-2137 293-1724

Hiring cook and
host/hostess. Apply
in person Mon.-Fri.
at 616 N. 12th
Street. Murray.
No phone calls.

The Place to
Start.. Murray
Ledger & Times

(270)753-1916

Card of Thanks
t :'t t
PAlatat.Vt1P-IPt
Perhaps you sent a lovely card.
Or sat quietly in a chair.
Perhaps you sent a funeral spray,
If so we sau• it then,.
s,
Perhaps you spoke the kindest word
say;
d
coul
d
frien
any
As
Perhaps you were not there at all,
Just thought of us that day,
you did to console our hearts,
ever
What
the part.
We thank you so much whatever
of
By the family
Max McCuiston
traTtii24.E:1117It
—
driq:Pitt

TR \SPORT DRII ER
8T( in Paducah. 19. has afew
,pcnings for tan upon drivert
Vast hoe CDL-Ha:3lat it
Tanker. Offeriaz excellent pay.
benefit‘ and coworitn, hoot
nearly neer nigla Cell 1211
415-9484 or toll free 14011941419 or ixfoaarroacoot
for atom Mails oa benefttA.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 6 00PM

No phone calls please.
Equal Opportunity Employer

060
Help Wanted
PART-TIME Network
Specialist
Support
needed At least one
year college required,
and one year experience preferred. Phone
system experience a
plus. Email resumes to
candicea powerclaim corn
. or mail to Hawkins
Research, 406 North
4th St, Murray. KY
42071.

Check us out
on the Web!
wvAv.murrayledger.com

Corporation
Period
ion
Open Applicat

Membership Coordinator
WKMS-FM Murray State University.
on to
This is a full-time non-tenure track positi
or's
begin January 2006. Qualifications Bachel
sful
degree in a related field required Succes
relacandidate should possess excellent public
ence with
tions communication skills, have expen
ds
customer service oriented fundraising metho
ing by
market
direct
ing
includ
ques,
techni
and
with
mail, telephone and Internet, proficiency
required.
spreadsheet and database applications
red. .
Familiarity with public broadcasting prefer
e, but are
Responsibilities. Responsibilities includ
not limited to developing, directing and
participating in membership fundraising
n
operations including on and off air statio
ber 9,
activities_ Application Deadline Decem
ation.
2005. To Apply: Send letter of applic
for three
current resume with contact information
es, along
references, three relevant wnting sampl
te or CD
with an audio self-introduction on casset
University
to. WKMS Membership Search, 2018
. KY
Station. Murray State University, Murray
raged to
42071. Women and minonties are encou
apply. Murray State University is an equal
tunity:MED. AA
education and employment oppor
employer

Vanderbilt Chemical

11/21/05 — 12/9/05
currentlyVanderbilt Chemical Corporation is
.
accepting applications for employment
r next
Cente
very
Please apply at the Career Disco
Applications will
641N.
ay
Highw
on
a's
Marth
to
until
he accepted from November 21. 2005
December 9. 2005.
a comVanderbilt Chemical Corporation offers
ge
packa
t
benefi
and
on
nsati
compe
ve
petiti
nce, short
including health insurance, life insura
paid vacations
and long-term disability insurance,
plan.
ment
retire
and
401k
ys.
holida
and
pre-employHigh School education along with
drug screen.
ment testing is required. Post offer
required.
physical and background check also
equal
an
is
n
Vanderbilt Chemical Corporatio
discriminate
not
does
and
yer
emplo
unity
oppon
sex, age.
on the basis of race, religion, color,
national origin or disability..

Education
Special
WKEC
her for
Cooperative seeking VI teac
public
in
nt
full-time employme
ts
ican
Appl
.
area
C
schools in WKE
fied.
certi
ucky
Kent
be
must
with
Independent travel required
and
ry
Sala
ed.
mileage reimburs
.
dard
stan
onal
regi
meet
benefits
r
Interested applicants fax vita, lette
e
thre
of
s
of application, and. name
Mail
references to 270-762-2485.
420
ton,
Clif
Sue
to
ion
rmat
info
Call
Wells Hall, Murray, KY 42071.
rma270-762-6980 for further info
by
d
fille
until
open
tion. Position
t.
ican
appl
fied
quali
EOE

TRIGG COUNTY HOSPITAL
FULL-TIME/EXEMPT
JOB OPENING
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
(CFO)
Oversees fiscal functions of the
organization in accordance with
generally accepted accounting system
controls and standards. Directs the
overall financial plans and accounting
practices of the organization for the
guidance of management.
Requires Bachelor's Degree in
Accounting and 3-5 years relevant
management experience.
Send Resume to:
Attn: Human Resources
Trigg County Hospital
P.O. Box 312
Cadiz, KY 42211
Applications available online:
www.trigghospital.org
Equal Opportunity Employer

PART TIME OFFICE
ASSISTANT

Needed for bookkeeping and secretarial work.
Interpersonal and customer service skills
Word.
required and need. experience with
Excel. and QuickBooks. Starting pay commensurate with skill level and education. Send
resume to American Red Cross. 607 Poplar
St., Murray. KY 42071

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Run a lx1 ad in our
Classified section
for only

Call Classified
Advertising at
(270) 753-1916

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
(inc and Tv.o Bedroom Apartment,
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Application,

1

LOOKING for highly
motivated individual for
part-time employment
Must be able to work
evenings, some weekends and some holidays Skills needed are
skills,
— organization
knowledge of computers, accounting skills,
sales working with
people and tieing a
team player. Also, must
like to exercise and
Possibly in the near
future attend workshops to certify in
teaching or assisting in
fitness classes Send
resumes to MAA. 1413
Boulevard.
Olive
Murray. KY 42071.
ATTN . Office Manager
Dmers - (1)1 A

lake More
t‘ilh Marten!

piano
CONSOLE
Excellent sound, needs
refinishing Whitney by
Excellent
Kimball.
investment. $400
761-3729

f)l,crs C141 X
Non) NI's. I hit!
ii3.1100 Sign-On Bonus
Company Driiersi

Loading/Unloading
Pre-Pass Plus. No
NYC or Canada.
Optional NE
Min. Age 22 *II )r.
()TR
If less than I year
exp., ask about our
training program!
So liamat Required!
1-81110-ff4X-114115
Si ii si.l)IlilIi'.( fill
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainees S3000 month
Company will train Call
M-F gam- 1 pm only' 1800-578-8799

Great Holiday
Incentii es!
Start up to .39c pin
!cams start up to
.42c pin!! Excellent Miles
•tinsu
(;real II

SMARTEN
)ps:
I
shout Our Nos Pa%
Package!

800-395-3331
1, VI N.Inartettx

PART Time Sales
Available
Positions
Ideal for individuals
servicetretail
with
Evening
experience
Fours Gitat pay Call
759-2485 for more
Information.
clerical
PART-TIME
Mondayposition
Friday (20-25 hours per
Applicant
week)
should have basic
computer skills and
good phone skills Mail
resumes to PO Box
30. Murray KY 42071
EOE

BUYING iunk cars
rucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519S. 12th,
Murray

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre. $11,500
753-6012

WANT to buy Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week

(2) 16 Werner exten
soon ladders (1) 16
aluminum extension
Mank, 2 ladder lacks
436-5516
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614

CLEANING houses is
Cal
my business
Linda H 759-9553
HOUSE cleaning
Rentals/Cabins
753-6671
Detail
MIRACLES
and
housecleaning
-onstruction clean up
26 years experience
References If interested.please call
767-9428
NEED your home or
business cleaned? Cal(
Teresa 489-2957 or
227-8380
WILL clean before and
after renters sale of
home remodeling new
construction kit, bath
etc
windows
Experienced- Valerie
436-5914

POSTAL JOBS
515 22 to 521 62 hr
now hiring For application and tree government ioti mto tall
American Association
of Labor 1 913.599
hours
24
8042
Employment service

Mobile Home Lots for Sale

FREE
4-room satellite sysDVR & HD
tem
upgrades Get the first
month of programming
FREE plus 23 movie
channels FREE for 3
months Call Beasley
759-0901 or 877-4550901
GRANDFATHER
Clocks custom made
by local craftsman
using local hardwoods,
walnut, cherry, or oak
270-761-3408

1992 16x80. 3-BR. 2
Bath, newly remodFor
$10.000
eled
appointment 293-7621
293-4711
2005 CLOSE OUTS and
Singlewides
Doublewides - Buy
save
and
today
$1 000 s WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 7314424438
28X56 Lazer doublewide Nice 3 bed
2 baths
rooms/
Beautiful fine place
Never used 436-5362
293-0509
2BR 2 bath Clayton
appliances
Some
large rooms Front
steps and back deck
included Must move
Call 492-8192
'83 River Oaks 14x72 2
bedroom. 2 bath
remodeled
recently
Asking $7.000 OBO
Please call (270)7599956 or (270)227-2132
for more into
11 Repos left Must be
moved by December
15th' Hurry 12 price
sale', 731-584-4926

HO Televisions
Come by 500 North 4th
Street. Murray & see
our large selection of
TVs All the newest
technology like DLP,
LCD. Plasma & Rear
Protection from jVC,
LG RCA. Toshiba &
Zenith from 20' to 65
We also have home
theater systems &
entertainment centers
Beasley 759-0901 or
877-455-0901
for
pole
UTILITY
uainoss
mobile home Electric
Opportunity
Sears
typewriter.
AVON: Savt 20-50*i Commentator 1
761-3729
tin your holiblay shopping Free delivery 1WHITE satin wedding
877-420-6567
capped
iv'
dress
HIRING FOR 2005 sleeves size 16. $200
270-753-6909
positions
Call
Postal
after 5PM
$1850- $5900 hour
Benefitsi paid training
and vacations Into
800- 584-1775 ref
8901
30" GE range. good

PRINTING-BINDERY
P'PVIOUS
WORKER
expenence helpful Will
train person with good
Printing
referemes
Servi( es 102 North
4th

liq

MINA COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service' repairs
759.3556
Computer
THE
Computer
Remedy
repair. system recovery, and in-home assis
tance 435-4667

Italian
VIT-ELLUS
Restaurant now hiring
day and night servers ioley
Must be available at
least 4 days a week
ANTIOUESOLD stun
Apply in person 216 N
We buy 1 or all Car
15th St . Murray
Larry at 753-3633

Going on
Vacation?
Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You

flon't Stop

• that newt al year ond
everybody Wane/ to get
out cite* houve But
-.tore you go lust make
urnple phone call and
.14 tor 'Vocation Pok
Moe way you wool
rn,st 0 undo PwKI

Whger, you come bock
catch i.(p on Gorfinld
your city councol letter,
to Ow editor, die
obauorais and editor.als
We II &Infer your
'Vacation Pak'
wt9en you return

Call 270-7531 916
'Circulation Department
or,(1 risk frq

"Vacation Pak."
j 111 itit‘l

0rr

FILEROLIIMES
1001 Wh•••1•11 Ave , Nuenay, KY

almond,
condition.
Small
$100
microwave. white, $25
753-8744
washer
HOTPOINT
and dryer 10 yrs old
753-5800
SEARS window unit
Heats & cools
Large Select ion

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins

1BR apt available, al
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty
753-4444

1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118

in the Fall Service Directory,
please call Jill or Julie at 753-1916

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
First Come • First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

Et

a Pff".
"

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

2 bedroom duplex, outlets for w/d, CM/A, all
appliances, no pets
1
Dec
Available
(270)436-5960

TWO story brick apartment building with 5
Iwo-BR units. Excellent
income -producer.
$125,000
270-753-4109.
270-227-1545

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

2BR. 1 513A duplex
1411 1-111Iwood $450
per month. 293-7738

SINGLE AND DOUBring
BLEWIDES
your deed That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo s - Call today
at 7314424447.
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
2
and
Bedrooms
Baths'? Both pnced in
the $50's Call
731-6424438 today',

It you would like your business to be featured

3BR, 2BA, CM/A, w/d
hookup, near lake,
$550 a month For
more information call
or
(270)354-8456
(270)703-2523

1BR, all appliances
Oaks Apts starting at
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118

3BR 2BA Unbelievable
$136951 Hurry 1 onlylt
731-584-9430
AWESOME 28x80 4BR
539,900' Lot
38A
model only' Call now,
731-584-9109
3BR
REDUCED
mobile home and lot.
$14,500 753-6012

J&I. RENTALS MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.
270-436-5496• 270-293-6906

3BR, 2 bath. Camelot
Subdivision. Available
$695
immediately.
month. (270)435-4602
293-4602

firsvicad
SEASONED Oak
474-1421 227-8504

FALL SERVICE
DIRECTORY

38R 2BA 418 S 9th
St $525 a month $675
security. 474-2520 best
after 5PM

()ince Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m..6
p.m. to 4 p.m.

Want to Buy

Help Wanted

28R, IBA. storage
building. 571 Kirksey
Highway, Highway
299. $300 a month
plus deposit No pets.
References required.
(270)898-2340.
(270)994-3883

1505 Diuguid Drise • Murray, KY 42071

$75.00 per month
(Includes shopper)
This space
could be yours
for $75
per month!
•

nouns For Ran

[Dia Prosily

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853
2BR, central gas heat.
central air $275 and
up some with new carpet Coleman RE 7594118
Extended stay Rooms
available all furnished
all utilities, water, electric. phone and cable,
included Access to
pool & fitness room
5150
$400/month.
deposit Singles for
$350 and up plus
deposit Call for infor(270)753mation
8407

View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N
16th St.. now accepting
applications for: lbr
apt. basic rent $330/
BR
2
month
Townhouse, basic rent
5360 00 Call 7531970 Leave Message.
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income
impairment
Mobility
Phone
accessible
S.
Mon
492-8721

280
Mob* homes For Rent
$300
28A
2BR
(270)527-8808
3BR 2BA mobile home
$375 a month
761-2206
3BR.2BA
LARGE
$295 753-6012
NICE 2BR No pets
753-9866

OTS for rent
753-9866
320
Apirbseas ForIleM

PARIS. TN. Best location, court square. west
side 2 story. 2.500
floor.
per
sq ft
(270)489-2116 leave
message.

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR 5340 00
3BR $42500
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEAR university Like
new large 2BR, C'HiA
quiet
Low utilities
$420 What you've
for
looking
been
(270)527-2284

NICE 2BR duplex 7531 and 2 BR furnished
on the square
7457 or 436-6357
apts Coleman RE
753-1713
759-4118
NICE brick duplex w
1 BR 1 year old no
carport and deck 2BR.
qo
pets $300
1 58A, stove ref &
Fans Equipoise.
deposit (205)361-4763
large closets Available
(334)419-6066
now, 753-1769 or 293International
340
1 OR 2br .apts near 6181 $550 mo
Tractor Hay square
Murray
downtown
bales. $2.50. Call
RED OAKS APTS.
starting at $200/mo
753-0313
Special
753-4109
$100 Deposit
753-1252
1, 2. 3 apts
1BR From $280
or 753-0606
2BR From $325
1,2.& 38R apts availhome
Call Todayl
COMPLETE
able Please call
5gym
dumbells
753-8688.
753-8221
cable
bars
55Ibs
SMALL 1BR. no pets,
machine, lots of acces- ;1IIR 1 bath washer &
water paid. 753-5980
sones 227-5609
dryer. $335
•213R 1 Bath apt, kt,
VERY roomy. 2br.
appliances. w/d. $425
2 bath. garage. CM/A.
•1BR, 1 bath, with
All appliances. 1 year
study. w/d. $350
F IREWOOD $50 a rick
lease 1 month deposit,
753-7559
70)527-8368
no pets 753-2905
3 br 1 bath- 901 Sunny
FIREWOOD, $25 You
MSLP
TO
WALK
lane $450 753-3415
pirin rip 417-4010
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covOpen Mon-Fri. 9-5: Sat, 9-2
area
picnic
ered
S275.'mo unfurnished
641N 2 miles on right
S325/.no nicely furWe buy and sell good used furniture
nished 762-0991 or
753-8501
559-1164

Ell

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE

FOR SALE
OR RENT:
20 beautiful acres.
Rouse close to
Murray.
753-9075,
227-2193

A-1 Affordable Gutter
Cleaning. Cleaning out
sheds, junk clean up
436-2867
A-1 Joe Lamb's Tree
Complete
Service
removal, trimming. etc
13 years experience
436-2867

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair.
sagging floors, termite
& water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353

HOUSES for sale in
newly developed sub
division. Pick the lot
and house Man of your
choice and we build it
at
start
Houses
1 200
$70 000 for
square feet Pay after
completion
(3
months). Brian
978-1323.
NEW 4.200 sq ft home
near Murray. Picture
views 10 acre farm.
streams $168.000.by
owner. 270-767-0958,
270-519-8570

AKC Chocolate Lab
puppies Call 328-8780
or 970-1061
CKC Toy Poodles
first
and
Wormed
shots 8 weeks old 2
females 1 brown and 1
black. 5250 436-5298

Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub &
tree trimming

Call 753-1816
or 227-0611
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971"
-Carpets *Upholstery
-Emergency Water
Removal Cluick
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Dirt?"
753-5827
MASTER Plumber.
Almost retired. drains
cleared. plumbing fixor
repaired
tures
installed.
(270)978-0133

APPLIAVE
REPAIR & PARTS
CHAD B. HUGHES
21 SEALS EXPERIENCE METAL OF MURRAY
(270) 226-9398
6" Continuous
(270)492-8191
Gutter, Hashing
& Metal Roofing
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

RANCH Style. House &
10.5 acres, 1 mile Iron
SW school. 3 bedrooms. 2 full baths.
30x40 heated shop. 1
stall horse barn. 22x4C
shed
equipment
5224,900 Shown by
appointment 753-9212,
753-3992

liltFor Rent
TOBACCO land and
barn for rent 489-2116
Used Cars

COMMERCIAL or retail •97 GMC Sierra. SWB
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft. .03 Honda CRX150
restrooms, 753-2676
OG/H.
parking.
of
plenty
Oldsmobile
1995
excellent location near
• Cutlass Ciera Bent
tudictal building 404 N.
fender, runs good
4th St complex 759759-4489
3772
500
VERY large warehouse
Used Trucks
on approximately 3
acres Office space. 2 2001 Chevy exit, cab
bathrooms, equipped
oaded, new tires Mus
with gas heat, air
sell' $10,000 OBO
hookup, steel hoist
293-0398
beam, great lighting.
99 Dodge Ram pickup
extra large overhead
with topper LoW
White
locadoors, excellent
mileage. nice $6,500
tion Call 753-2905 or
293-9970
293-8595.
Pets Supplies

L&M
LAWN SERVICE

ANDRUS Excavating
-Certified septic
installation
•Custom dozer
backhoe service
*Ponds
*Driveways
-Insured
753-9503 978-0343

Commence' Prop. For Rent
707 South 12th Street
South Center. 1,200
sq h., 710 sq.h.
753-1252,.753-0606

LEAF
REMOVAL
759-1289

A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

2BR 1 bath. 1 acre. 98
Nighthawk Dr. Murray.
$55,000
(270)707-9344

•BOATS •RV'S •E TC
628 South 3rd
EX1 ENDED
MURRAY,KY 42071

LIKE new 1 year old 1
bedroom, all appliances Available Dec
1 Brooklyn Drive Call
270-435-4382

492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years experience. Call
Carters.

460
homes For lit.

STORAGE.
RENTALS

370
•mmercial Prop.]
For Sale

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•Interior & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
.No Job too small
-Free estimates
753-8858

12 wooded acres in
County
Calloway
sell
says
Owner
Mill
Red
S35,000
Realty 270-924-4112

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
7'71 0600

Thurs
10-12am TOO No
1-800-648-6056 Equal
Housing Opportunity.

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters,
iunk & tree work.

ram-

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
270-436-54%
270-293-6906

Services Offered

WATERFRONT prop
erly, KY's largest lakes
10 acres only $79,900,
Ideal location' New to
market Won't last, Call
owner 270-924-4328

G &C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p m M-F

Now renting .
Located at 720 S. 4th St.

Sorties@ Offered

1996 extended cab Z71 293-3807 or
293-3910
1994 Ford Ranger XLT
Air. 4 cyl. 5 speed gas
saver, excellent condition throughout 52 700
OBO 436-2388 or
270-293-0909 .
1988 Dodge Dakota
V6 AT $950 OBO
767-0817

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858

Caws

1-285 acres Owne
available
inancing
(270)489-2116 leave
message
FOR sale duplex in
Northwood $98,000
293-1446

2003 Pleasure- Way
Model Excel- MP Van
only
Motorhome.
12.000 miles Like new.
must see Loaded wrth
extras, fully contained
generator
including
Only $45.000 Call
270-753-0020 or
270-293-4814

Owner:
Greg Mansfield

WO)2934480
P‘Rkl.
I \

AUTRY
ROOFING
30 years experier,
All work guarantor
ROBY AUTRY
270.757-9597. 731-586-44!.
Cell 731-415-0000
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs,
additions, decks, roofing, floor covering.
landscaping, plumbing.
•"FREE ESTIMATES'•
Call (270)753-1199 or
(731)247-5464
lcrobertson@wk.net
DAVE'S LAWN CARE
Mulching
Gutter Cleaning
Bush Trimming
Other Services
227-8575
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
293-5438
ELECTRICIAN
New Const./Remodeli
or trouble Lic. and ins.
w/ 30 yrs. exp. Call
753-7091
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

.,„

isc:. III

"1. oi II.

Parkil
243.3252

•mo,.4.14-Nkg
-

Iran khot. • lrutikInt:
P.a cl
I sprrieni

PRECISE
General & WW1 Centrsilors
Slew construction
remodels, concrete.
replacement windows.
decks. metal and shingle
roofs and more

270-293-1899

WE SERVICE
All Motor Appliances
and Most Major Brands
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
(210) 753-1713

David's Home
Improvement
Braces & Fix,Joists
Remodeing
David Gaihmore OA,rrer
Will De Insa•ance Wori,
sa841.1,-

731-247-5422
SIMMONS'S Carpentry
& Handyman work
Free estimates Call
767-0958 and 270519-8570

III LOWEST PRICE
•RELIABLE
•RATES AS LOW AS
5151.40
761-3740 293-4045

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning
.Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Home,
*Brick *All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Ho( Water -Parking Lots & Driveway,

David Borders
(270) 527-7176 or 12701 293-0939

LookingBack
10 years ago
A tobacco barn, owned by
Hemp Brooks. and three acres
of tobacco, owned by Kim Wallis, were destroyed by fire on
Nov. 29. The blaze raises the
number of tobacco barns lost by
fire this year to IS. Brooks said
the tobacco was worth between
S25.000 and $30,000.
The annual Live Nativity Scene
will be presented Dec. I and 2
from 6 to 9 p.m. on the grounds
of Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church. Assisting will
be other United Methodist churches in the community.
Births reported include a boy
to Jeanne and Douglas Matte Jr.,
Nov. 21.

Grade Chorus and Flag Corps of
Robertson Elementary School providing entertainment for the annual Robertson 'School PTA Open

House. The photo was by Staff
Photographer David Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Williams
will be married 50 years Dec. 7.

40 years ago

The home of Mr. and Mrs.
James Bean on Rt. 2. Hazel, was
destroyed by fire today about 5
a.m.
Murray Chief of Police Burman Parker has resigned his position. He has been on the force
for 26 years and has been chief
for 19 years.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jessie Chadwick, a boy
20 years ago
Published is a picture of U.S. to Mr. and Mrs. Ladd Stokes, a
Congressman. Carroll Hubbard boy to Mr. and Mrs. James Hays,
speaking at a meeting of the a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lindo
Murray Lions Club with mem- Riley, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
bers. Bill Bailey. club president. James R. Miller, a boy to Mr.
and Rodger Mathis, member. The and Mrs. Larry Cain and a boy
photo was by Staff Photograph- to Mr. and Mrs. Chester McCuiston.
er Dasold Tuck.
50 years ago
The second annual memorial
Calloway County Highway
service honoring.hospice patients
and their families will he Dec. employees receiving awards for
2 at Murray-ealloway County service were Roy L. Sellars for
20 years and Leon Hale and lrvan
Hospital.
Births reported include a boy Thomas Fair for 10 years. These
to Donna and James Harris and were presented by the Kentucky
twins, a boy and a girl, to Sharon Highway Department.
Recent births reported at Murand Larry Gerheart, Nov. 23.
ray Hospital include a boy to
30 years ago
Roderick Reed, alumni mem- Mr. and Mrs. Charles Akers. a
ber, and Richela Tossery, Donna boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Sliger, Teresa Carraway and Sonia Overby, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Hendon, members,of Murray Area Glenn Wooden, a girl to Mr. and
Vocational Education School Mrs. Carl Woodrow Gipson and
DECA) attended the Central a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Tellus W.
Moore.
Regional Conference of DECA
Shirley Jane Glover and R.J.
held Nov. 14-17 in St. Louis,
McDougal were married Nov. 26
Mo.
Published is a picture of Fourth in Corinth, Miss.

TodaidnIlistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 30.
the 334th day of 2005. There, are
31 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 30, 1782, the United
States and Britain signed preliminary peace articles in Paris. ending the Revolutionary War.
On this date: .
In 1803, Spain completed the
process of ceding Louisiana to
France. which had sold it to the

EtI% Et
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United States.
In 1804, Supreme Court Justice Samuel Chase went on trial,
accused of political bias. (He was
acquitted by the Senate.)
In 1936, London's famed Crystal Palace. constructed for the
International Exhibition of 1851,
was destroyed in a fire.
In 1962, U Thant of Burma
was elected Secretary-General of
the United Nations, succeeding the
late Dag Hammarskjold.

DEAR ABBY: I'm engaged should draw a similar line repreDEAR DR. GOTT: Please ation because, with chiropractic
to a very special young lady I'll senting how long her ex-stepfa- explain how chiropractic care can care, their lower-back pains had
progressively spread to the buttocks
call "Rhonda." Our wedding ther has been there for her.
lead to permanent nerve injury.
Now, let's pretend the center
date is approaching soon. We're
DEAR READER: When struc- and legs. they could not walk or
tures in or stand without excruciating pain.
both excited about the prospect line, the lifeline, is the aisle. Her
1 referred, these patients to a
the
near
birth father should walk her as
of being married.
lower spine neurosurgeon who was able to
The prob- far as his line extends on the
on localize the problem with spepress
is piece of paper; her ex-stepdad
lem
cial imaging studies and operate
back
nerves,
the
of
Rhonda should take her the rest
to relieve mechanical nerve presand
pain
can't decide way. Unless they both walk her
(sometimes) sure. Without such definitive care,
that
think
I
finish,
who should from start to
leg weakness these people could have suffered
her would be a fair compromise.
walk
result. permanent and severe handicaps.
can
the
Therefore; while I do not issue
down
This is freDEAR ABBY: I need advice
quently seen a blanket indictment against chiaisle -- her
when pan of ropractors, I urge patients to seek
father, who on how to stop picking at my
Dr. Gott a spinal disc, care from MDs if, after a few
wasn't a big boyfriend. It drives him up the
tire- sessions of chiropractic care, sympthe
Dear Abby part of her wall, and I know it -- but I can't
toms have not diminished. InciBy
strucshaped
blemish.
a
has
while help myself. If he
life
Dr. Peter Gott tures separat- dentally, my view is considered
whisker
a
has
he
If
it.
at
pick
I
was
she
By Abigail
ing the spinal appropriate and reasonable by most
growing up. out of place, I want to pull it bones, slips out or place (herni- reputable chiropractors, including
Van Buren
although out. It's a horrible habit I have ates) and compresses a spinal nerve. a past president of the American
they have a good relationship gotten myself into. I have tried Also, spinal arthritis(which is often Chiropractic Association who is
now,or her ex-stepfather, whom to stop, but it drives me crazy. associated with bony outgrowths both my friend and my consultPlease help me. -- SWEET called osteophytes) can rub nerves ant for chiropractic matters.
she feels deserves the honor.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Can you
or press against them, .causing
The real problem is the MONKEY IN SEATTLE
the anti-depressant nerdiscuss
:
MONKEY
SWEET
pain.
DEAR
the
chooses
grandparents. If she
its .uses and side effects?
triptyline.
fees,
their
earn
ors
obsessive
Chiropract
be
to
stepdad, her grandparents will You appear
DEAR READER: Nortriptyin large part, by performing spinal
your
where
ve
compulsi
want
doesn't
she
and
be upset,
adjustments, during which they line (Pamelor) is a commonly used
to do that. However, if she boyfriend is concerned. (For a attempt to manipulate and move anti-depressant that is an effecchooses her daddy, she feels she moment. I was afraid you'd be the spinal bones. This activity may tive therapy. However, it can cause
will not have given her ex-step- telling me that you eat the fleas relieve backache due to tense or certain dangerous side effects.
you groom out of his coat.) One spastic muscles: also this treat- including fluctuations in blood
father the respect he deserves.
way to stop "picking" at your ment may temporarily alleviate pressure, palpitations, heart attack.
CONPlease help. -CERNED FIANCE IN TEXAS boyfriend would be to concen- back pain caused by minor slipped stroke, confusion, delusions, anxiety, insomnia, agitation, poor coorCONCERNED trate more on your own imper- discs or arthritis.
DEAR
dination. dry mouth, constipation,
a
even
I
sure
do,
am
I
you
as
If
his.
on
However.
FIANCE: I have a suggestion. fections than
cate can appre- rash, anemia, and a host of other
unsophisti
keep
medical
probably
you'll
predict
a
on
line
a
draw
to
Ask Rhonda
ciate, moderate/severe degrees of complications.
piece of paper, symbolizing her him around longer.
Therefore, the drug should be
nerve pressure could actually be
life from birth to today. Parallel
c manip- prescribed and monitored only by
chiropracti
by
worsened
DEAR ABBY: My husband
to it, she should draw another
ulation if the adjustment puts fur- a professional, preferably a psyline illustrating how much of is controlling and verbally abu- ther pressure on the nerves, as it chiatrist. who is familiar with its
her life her birth father had a sive. It's his way or no way. We is likely to do. This is the dan- benefits and disadvantages. As
with any medicine, the risk/benrelationship with her. On the separated, and after two months, ger of chiropractic treatment.
his
to
ratio must be weighed carecome
efit
would
I
I
up.
if
this
asked
he
making
she
not
am
I
"lifeline"
her
other side of
•
place -- so I did and stayed the can think of several patients in fully.
Although drugs used to treat
my practice who underwent chiweekend.
all have side effects
He told me about a woman he ropractic manipulation for sever- depression
they are generpatients.
some
in
peoe
unfortunat
These
weeks.
al
had met, but he said he wanted
under medical
use
In 1966, the former British
to
safe
ally
sympworsening
d
experience
me to come back home. I decid- ple
colony of Barbados became indeto me in desper- supervision.
came
and
toms
one
ed to give our marriage
pendent.
more try. After one week, he
In 1981. the United States and
the Soviet Union opened negotiations in Geneva aimed at reducing nuclear weapons in Europe.
In 1993, President Clinton
signed into law the Brady bill,
which requires a five-day waiting
period for handgun purchases and
background checks of prospective
buyers.
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Be cautious with
chiropractic care

Two dads deserve to walk
down the aisle with bride

El LCD NJ DI1E0

was seeing the woman again.
Two weeks later, he ordered me
to leave. He said he loved her
and wanted to see if t4r relationship would grow. He said if

ContractBridge

had taken the queen with the ace, he
North dealer.
would have had no chance as the
North-South vulnerable.
cards lie.
NORTH
West, having no more clubs to
•K 9 5
lead, shifted to a heart, but his play at
•A K
it doesn't, he will call me.
this point had no bearing on the
•K .1 10 96 3
result. Declarer won in dummy and
Should I wait.for him or go
•7 2
led the king of diamonds. East took
EAST
WEST
on with my life? My emotions
the ace and returned the ten of clubs.
•Q 8
•.1 7 4 3 2
are so raw because of the turSouth won with the jack, forced out
J7V
43
5
6
10
,
11
moil that I'm not thinking clearthe queen of diamonds and made
•A Q 5
•4 2
•K 109864 four notrump.
ly. -- DOWN AND OUT IN
•Q
The contract should have been
SOUTH
MISSISSIPPI
defeated. East should have realized
6
10
A
•
,
OUT:
DEAR DOWN AND
that the queen of clubs might be
IPQ 9 8 2
,
West's only club, in which case a sigThe good Lord has given you a
•8 7
nal would be a meaningless gesture.
•A J 53
blessed gift, the chance to
To ensure against this possibility.
The bidding:
escape,from a controlling and
East should have covered West's
West
South
East
North
does
who
man
verbally abusive
Pass ‹v queen with the king. This would
2 NT
2•
I•
have fixed South's wagon beyond
not value you. Please take the
3 NT
Whether he won the first club
repair.
clubs.
qucerrof
and
offered,
lead
been
Opening
has
that
break
he could not establish the
ducked,
or
go on and make a happy life for
is the most valuable diamont suit before East established
signal
The
yourself. If you allow this relaweapon available to the defense, but aretan his clubs.
East should have tealized from
tionship to continue (one can just as with any other weapon, t* here
A-1-x
is a time and a place for its use. Here th .biddinggrhat South had the ease,
hardly call it a marriage), the
proved to be or A-1-x-x of clubs. In either
signal
a
where
case
a
is
you
until
cycle will only repeat
king
ineffective, partly because of good overtaking the queen with theent of
would guarantee the establishm
have no self-esteem left.
play by the declarer, and partly
East
•..
because of, the inability by one the clubs before the diamonds.
declarer's
defender to obey the signal of the should not have banked on Nothing
Dear Abby is written by
having exactly,three clubs.
other.
, even if
Abigail Van Buren, also
West led the queen of clubs. East would be lost by overtaking
West had another club.
known as Jeanne Phillips, and
signaled for a club continuation by
East should have signaled, all
was founded by her mother, playing the eight, and declarer
right, but with the highest card he
defensive
make
to
order
in
ducked
Dear
Pauline Phillips. Write
the king.
communications more difficult. If he could spare
Abby at www.DearAbby.com
Tomorrow: Choosing the right line of play.

or P.O. Box 69440. Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
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1 Handy swab
(hyph )
5 Landed
9 Feasters pence
12 Hindi cousin
13 Nutmeg-like
spice
14 Collected
sayings
15 Ayla's creator
16 Uplifting
18 Excavates
further
20 Cajun St
21 Returns org.
22 Fight against
26 Persona non
29 Chaney
of cinema
30 Dark brew
31 Does a sewing
chore
32 PD dispatch
33 Actor
Cronyn —
34 Diligent insect

35 Family rnem
36 Roomy vehicle
37 Proven reliable
39 Corn serving
40 French article
41 Recital extras
45 Soup go-withs
49 Atom fragments
50 Slip on
51 Pantyhose color
52 Meat turner
53 Sauce in a wok
54 Delicate
blossom
55 Some T-shirts
DOWN
1 Campus area
2 Real
3 — fixe
4 Church parts
5 Prayer enders
6 Youths
7 Here. to Pierre
8 Nonstick
coating
9 Yes. in Oskaka
10 'That Girl' girl
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24 Gluck of opera
25 Adult. almost
26 Steps to the
Ganges
27 — Russo.
of 'Tin Cup'
28 Tsp and oz
29 Hi-ti records
32 Respond to an
SOS
33 Valor
35 Inquirer
36 Marsupial
pocket
38 Best medicine
39 Come
afterward
41 Uses poor
judgment
42 Lariat
43 Phillips
University
town
44 Fastest
planes. once
45 IRA rrvestmeris
46 'rigger's friend
47 Whichever
48 Author
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VISIT THESE DOWNTOWN BUSINESSES
FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
AND GIVEAWAYS!

Saturday, Dec. 3rd
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

presents

Main Siocei

Murray Rotary Christmas Parade at 10:00 a.m.

/1400.01114411i

Wilsoris Florisf Ward-Elkins
Register For Door Prizes:

December 2, 2005
C_AKOL Or LIGI-11-t.)

Natita's Favorite: Store!

Wallpaper
61°1

Register For Holiday (;iveiww

& Custom Framing

goohmanh

-.5:00 p.

In front Of tree on court sciu'are

20% OFF In-Stock Wallpaper

DICKENS ALLEY - 5:50 p.m.

& Borders Excluding Sale Items
& Accessories

srs

fSehind Maple Street businesses
Downtown Shop.s. Will He Open Irithi.N.I. veniti.s.,,

Located behind Ward Elkins and in the Historic Post Office
Friday Night & Saturday 'til Noon
• I Arida Copeland. candy maker
• ('urran Copeland, to maker
• Judy Freeman, crochet & knitting
JoAnn Moore, quilter
• nnette Owlsey, faux glass
Don Geisler, box maker
• Marion Blakely..silhouettes
• Millie Crasty, faux painting

riorne Decor • Mexican rottery & Iron
Jewelry • Bridal Registry

20

4/CUJ tifi

OFF ST()RF,W IDF,

ek`le/a/( 800/4e0/16

December rd Only

jo.,:\nito14115, mine,(4)_
an? DUPES

Bobbin lace making

THANK YOU SPONSORS
ieve

Refreshments Net %LA
Register For Door Prizes!

e6t
Ibleti

* Dorey Balzer, basket making
* Sallie Guy.,spinning
* Eileen Wirsig, weaving
.* Vickie Simpson, spinning
* Maxine Jones, China painting
* Denise Knoche!, candle dipping
* Shirley Simms, crochet & knitting

rivisitss *olio%

Oa* Wbank

Profiles

NI) 00
hicagu-Sty
Restaurant

CRAFT VENDORS

20'4 -50% OFF S FOREW
selected Tags - Specials Throughout!
Register for Gift Certificates

Tkt Citevuj Tux

reeetim Gio4
• II •

Sermc CmarmasJ

McNutt Insurance
"
AUTI

rr

4tt

GEMINK
HERITA
room Toseconeour
YESTERDAV

y"Atit

041,4044, ELLIS POPCORN
CO., INC.

BB&T

REGIONS

goolimakh

INN

C=111'I 1

S

Refreshment.. Ser%ed • Door Prue'

y Bank
n ie
muha

Ave WI&L

Raolhovig

20% OFF STORIEWIDE

Imes-Miller

Ward-Elkins
Kelso's Mules
MURRAy
orra

tred
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ft/4e

UM,.tyler'Candles & Gift Basket,
For Your Special Occasion,

Home Trends Gallery

BVSK

FOOD GIANT

MURRAY S

OIL

A

Register For Door Prize

Enix
Jewelers
I nspet two 111
Rings iSaturday Only

rt•ti t leaning &

4Va41--ini Welcome
Refit,htnents Sirs id • Door PI ii•

..L Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

1Labp4115
Book Limo For Christmas Part

•

-ftintei on The .542metre...
•

Dec. 2,4-7 pm;
Dec. 3, 11-12 pm, 1-3 pm;
Dec. 10, 12-3 pm;
Dec. 17 & 24, 11-2 pm; Dec. 18 & 23, 1-4 pm

SPORTS

SECTION
C

y,
7prrr
Where: Gaylc,
Egteria,r,mer4
Cerler
NanhJe Te,
Records: MSL,
Coaches: MSU.
NICK Cronin,

second year
(46-18); UT,
Bruce Pearl,
first year (3-0)
Radio: Froggy
103 7 FM

T

est.
Even more startling is the
fact that the Vols have put up
those numbers while playing
with a limited roster that
includes just 10 scholarship
players and six walk-ons.
While the level of UT's
early-season success may be a
surprise to some. Pearl said the
willingness of the Vols' players
to accept their new coaching
staff's style and philosophies
has paid dividends.
-Players want discipline, and
players want to win," Pearl
explained. -These players have
bought into our system. I like
our team a lot. I just wish we
had a couple more players."
The combination of guards
Chris Lofton and C.J. Watson
has been more than enough for
Tennessee so far. The Vols' starting backcourt is averaging a
combined 34.7 ppg.. led by
Loffores 17.7 ppg. effort. .The
sharp-shooting former Kentucky
Mr. Basketball is l3-of-26 from
3-point range this season and.is
already 10th on UT's career list
with 106 treys early in his sophomore season.
Also scoring in double figures for Tennessee are 6-foot-10
center Major Wingate (13.7) and
senior forward Stanley Asumnu
(11.7), who is thriving in Pearl's
full-court system after strug-

gling in former coach Buzz
Peterson's half-court style.
Perhaps the most surprising
mark on the Vols' stat sheet is
the team-leading 8.3 rebounds
per game being collected by junior Dane Bradshaw, who-due
to UT's limited.personnel - is
being forced to play the power
forward position despite Standing just 6-4.
"Dane Bradshaw is a hardworking, over-achieving guy
that you like to have out there on
the floor," Pearl said.
The Racers will counter with
the guard combo of leading
scorer Trey Pearson (19.5) and
leading assists man Keith
Jenifer (4.5) at the point.
Forward Shawn Witherspoon is
MSU's top rebounder at 10.5
boards per game. The 6-5 junior
is also averaging 10.5 points per
outing. Sophomore forward
Justin Orr rounds out the
Racers' double-figure scorers at
13.5 ppg.
"Murray State will be the
best team we've played to this
point," noted Pearl. "They're
more athletic and a little deeper
than we are at this point.
"(Depth) is a huge concern
for us because of our style of
play. That's going to plague us
all season, but we've just got to
keep finding other ways to win."
Tonight's contest will mark
just the second time the two
teams have met on the hard-

II See PEARL Page 2C
AP
head
Tennessee
New
coach Bruce Pearl is excited about his Volunteers'
neutral court game against
Murray State, slated for
tonight at 7 at Nashville's
Entertainment
Gaylord
Vols enter the
The
Center.
game 3-0.

MI See LAKERS Page 2C
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Cd'Ioway County's Chase Futrell looks to put up a shot
past Lone Oak's Chase Denson in the third quarter
Tuesday night at Jeffrey Gymnasium. The two Chase's
put on a offensive show, scoring a combined 46 points.
Denson got the better of Futrell scoring a game-high 28 in
a losing effort. Futrell had 18 in the CCHS win.

Morris, CCHS end Lone Oak streak
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
The trend was getting too
redundant for Chelsea Morris'
taste.
In the past three years, Lone
Oak had won its early-season
meeting with Calloway County.
Two of those three years, the
Lady Lakers went on to win the
rematch. Still, the early tone was
frustrating.
So one would have to forgive
Morris, a senior guard for
Calloway County, if she mistook
the monkey on her back for a
3(X)-pound gorilla.
In her fourth year as a starter
for head coach Scott Sivills.
Morris has been a steady performer on the court. But, on
MOIL

MIIIMMOMMIN

Tony Franklin admits he
doesn't have all the answers
when it comes to solving the
problems that have plagued the
Murray State football program
in recent years.
But ths former Murray High
and Calloway County coach has
at least one idea that would
help put the fledging Racers on
the road to recovery.
"From the outside looking
in, what I see is that you've got
to get the fan base back." said
the
Princeton .
native and
former
Kentucky
assistant
coach, who
played at
MSU for
two seasons
(1976-77)
Sidelines before a
shoulder
By Scott
injury ended
Nanney
his career.
Sports
"Why aren't
Editor
people coming to the
games?
That's something that heeds to
be addressed."
Attendance at five home
dates during the 2005 season one in which the Racers compiled just a 2-9 overall record
and a winless mark in Ohio
Valley Conference play for the
first time since 1966- dipped
to 18.248 for an average of
3,649 per game. Those numbers
accounted for the third-lowest
total attendance marks in school
history. •
The six-year tenure of head
coach Joe Pannunzio, who was
dismissed from his post last
week after compiling a 30-37
record, produced two of the
three lowest attendance figures
in the 33-year history of
16.800-seat Roy Stewart
Stadium.
According to Franklin, fans
need an incentive to walk
through the turnstiles on game
days-and it's not solely tied
to wins and losses.
"You have to win, but you
also want to entertain people."
TIGERS 64
he said.
Ballard Memorial 53
Franklin accomplished both
13 28 42-53
of those things during his one
klurrd,,
39 51 -64
16
season as coach of the
Ballard Memorial (0-1)- Lawrence 21.
Lexington-based franchise of
Barrow 11. Michael 11. Crainshaw 3,
Pickett 3. Foster 2, Randle 2 FG: 18-52
the National Indoor Football
3-point FG: 3-10. FT: 14-27 Rebounds
League. During that season, the
31
Horsemen. riding Franklin's
Murray (1-0) - Volp 14, Trice 12.
high-scoring passing scheme,
Parker-Bell 9, Masthay 8. Buck 7,
Jackson 6, Rollins 6, Jones 2 FG: 19-51
compiled a 9-5 record and set
3-point FG: 4-10 FT: 22-34 Rebounds
the league's attendance record 42
by drawing over 8,000 fans to
the Tigers' head coach with a Rupp Arena. He did so with the
victory after taking over the pro- likes of familiar names, such as
gram.in the offseason from Dan former UK quarterback Dusty
Hudson. "He made a couple of Bonner.
turnovers and got rattled a bit.
"It was a wonderful experibut he didn't get down on him- ence," recalled Franklin. "We
self. I don't think we missed a did pretty well, and there was
beat (without Trice)."
interest in the team because we
McCuiston left the scoring to had guys on our roster that peoTrice and sophomore forward ple were familiar with."
Chess Volp. Trice scored all of
Franklin insists that same
his 12 points while helping approach could work at Murray
Murray build a lead in the first State.
half. Volp. who tossed in a team"(Fans) want to see more
high 14. took over in the fourth local kids being recruited. They
quarter with eight points to help want to see kids on the field
who are from western Kentucky
•See TIGERS Page 3C
and other parts of the state," he
claimed. -People want to see
kids they're familiar with.
That's what the base of the
(MSU)football team needs to

McCuiston key to
Fields' first win
as Tigers' coach

Futrell,
Lakers
'Chase'
away Flash
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Gone are seven of nine players off last year's First Region
champion Lone Oak basketball
team. But Chase Denson is still
around, however. And that's
good news for the Purple Flash.
Denson, the only senior left
on a Purple Flash club that finished 23-10 last year, tossed in a
game-high 28 - points on
Calloway in the season-opening
game Tuesday night at Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
On the flip side: Calloway
wasn't that bad last year either,
finishing with the best overall
record in the First Region at 273. And the good news for the
Lakers is they have a pretty.
good Chase of their own.
Chase Futrell led the Lakers
with 18 points as Calloway put
four players in double figures in
a 67-55 defeat of the Flash. Brett
Welter added 16 points, while
Jeremi Bumpus tacked on IS.
Wes Perry scored 11 points
on 5-of-9 shooting, drilled a crucial 3-pointer and grabbed a
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Franklin
has ideas
for MSU
program

Pearl excited about
matchup with MSU
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
The thought of a neutral court
matchup with a perennial midmajor powerhouse wouldn't be
appealing to most coaches at the
major-conference level.
Tennessee head coach Bruce
Pearl, however, is not most
coaches.
In fact, the energetic firstyear Volunteer coach relishes
today's 7 p.m. matchup with
Murray State at Nashville's
Gaylord Entertainment Center.
"It's a good matchup. It
should be a good night," tsaid
Pearl. "Neutral site games are
going to help us get ready for
March. It's all about how you
play at tournament time, and
that's what we're preparing for.
"In Murray State, you're
looking at a team that's Picked
to win the OVC. Mick (Cronin)
does a terrific job there. They're
a very formidable opponent. ...
This is a game where if we don't
play well, ive're going to get
beat," he added.
A loss is something Pearl has
yet to suffer as Tennessee's
coach. In fact, the Vols (3-0)
haven't even come close to
being beaten under the former
Wisconsin-Milwaukee coach.
Featuring a new look with a
frenetic press-and-run style, UT
has run over its three opponents
to date - hammering the likes
of East Tennessee State (1(2583), Louisiana-Lafayette (8376) and Ohio Valley Conference
member Eastern Kentucky (9258).
During that stretch of seasonopening games, the Vols have
done it with a rash of startling
statistics, averaging 93.7 points
per game while shooting 51.9
floor.
the
percent from
Tennessee has also forced its
opposition into a mind-boggling
average of 26 turnovers per con-

WEDNESDAY

LADY LAKERS 53
Lone Oak 42
12 04 11 14-- 42
12 15 13 13- 53
Lone Osk (0-1) - Rorer 6. Scheer I.
Forsythe 8. Andrews 1, Halicks 2.
Whitelock 2. Grooms. Williford 2, Evans.
Lafferty. Heone FG: 17-43 3-point FG:
2-7 (Forsythe, Scheer) FT: 5-16
Rebounds: 22. Fouls. 13.
Calloway Co.(2-0)- Futrell 18, wetter
te, Burnous 15. Perry 11, Streetman 4.
Hargrove 3. Adams. Murdock FG: 22-51
3-point FG: 1-8 (Butts) FT: 8-10.
Rebounds: 25 Fouls: 16

Lone Oak

Calloway

Tuesday night. there was no
monkeying around as the 5-foot7 guard dumped in a game-high
20 points to help Calloway
claim a 53-42 win over the Lady
Flash.
Morris, who dressed for the
Lady Lakers as an eighth-grader.

was 7-of-17 from the field and
4-of-6 from the free throw line.
"I know the last five years
we've always lost to Lone Oak
the first game of the year."
Sivills said. "That's one thing
that I know was important to
Chelsea was getting that monkey off her back, and tonight she
stepped up when we just had to
have a basket.
"Overall. I was really
impressed with our how kids
played. We are playing with a lot
of grit and hustle, a lot of desire,
and that's all I can ask out of
these kids."
Fresh off a season-opening
win at Mayfield on Monday,
Calloway (2-0) used a balanced

See MORRIS Page 3C

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
David Fields knew guard
Blake McCuiston would have to
be a key player for his first
Murray High team - he just
didn't realize it would he so
early in the season.
Try the first game.
McCuiston. a 5-foot-8 junior,
didn't score a point in the
Tigers' 64-53 season-opening
triumph over Ballard Memorial
Tuesday night. However, it was
his ball-handling ability against
the visiting Bombers' full-court
press that proved valuable.
Taking over the point guard
duties for sophomore Kenneth
Trice - regulated to the bench
for much of the second half after
picking up his third foul with
five minutes left in the first half
withstood
- McCuiston
Ballard's pressure defense to
help Murray weather a secondhalf scoring run by the Bombers.
"Blake has a lot of work to
do, but he did a good job," said
Fields, who opened his tenure as

An exciting brand of football
also needs to be in the equation.
Franklin noted.
The offensive system
Franklin now sells in his work
as a consultant for high school
teams across the country-primarily in the southeast-is
basically the same one used by
former Kentucky head coach
Hal Mumme.
While serving as an assistant
under Mumme at UK. Franklin
used the ideas of his former
boss to develop his own style
"What I did when I left
Kentucky was to take all the
NANN Y'Ledger & Times Photo good (from Mumme's system)
SC
Fields talks to his and throw it in with the things I
David
coach
head
New Murray High
opener agai- thought we should have done
season
night's
last
in
timeout
a
during
team
inst Ballard Memorial. The Tigers gave Fields his first
MHS win with a 64-53 triumph over the visiting Bombers. •See FRANKLIN Page 2C
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Rondo
leads
way for
Cats
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP)
Point guard Rajon Rondo had 14
points, 10 rebounds and six
assists Tuesday night to lead No.
10 Kentucky past High Point
75-55.
Ramel Bradley scored 14
points and Patrick Sparks added
13 for Kentucky (5-1), which
won its third straight game
while prepping for a showdown
Saturday at Rupp Aren against
defending national champion
North Carolina.
Arizona Reid had 29 points
and 16 rebounds — each a
career high — for High Point, a
member of the Big South
Conference and the alma meter
of Kentucky coach Tubby
Smith. It was the third time the
Panthers (3-2) played Kentucky
since Smith became the
Wildcats' coach in 1997.
Kentucky's average margin
of victory in its previous two
meetings with the Panthers was
36.5 points. High Point went 1 of-19 from 3-point range but
kept things interesting for a half
before wearing down against the
Wildcats' defense.
High Point outrebounded
Kentucky 20-19 in the first half
and trailed only 34-30 at halftime, but Kentucky finished
with a 43-35 edge on the boards.
High Point took the lead at
24-21 at the 7:27 mark on a
three-point play by Akeem
Scott, who scored 12 points. But
a 13-2 Kentucks. run — keyed
by Rondo's three baskets — put
the Wildcats ahead 34-26 with
3:51 left in the half.
• Kentucky led only 38-33
early in the second half. but
scored 21 of the next 29 points
to up its advantage to,59-41 with
8:19 left. Kentucky's lead
peaked at 26 points.
Smith freely substituted during the second halt. esen inserting seldom-used walk-on guard
Preston LeMaster for inure than
4 minutes while the game was
still somewhat in doubt. Junior
7-footer Lukas% Obrzut, who.
like most of Kentucky's centers.
had struggled early this season.
scored a career-high nine points.
But Rondo, ss.ho had his third
double-double of the season,
again proved to be- Kentucky's
catalyst. finishing 6-4-9 from
the field. During the first four
minutes of the second half, the
6-foot- I sophomore grabbed Si'.
rebounds, and later •assisted on
consecutise baskets by Bradley,
°brim and Sparks.
Smith was a guard for High
Point from 1969-73..1k led the
North Carolina school, which
then was in the NAIA. in Scoring as a senior and still ranks
fifth on the Panthers' career list
with 1.589 points
MAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED DE:
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608 Main R.• 753-51142

The Insurance
Center of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency
David King 901 Sycamore
NBA STANDINGS

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times Photo
Calloway County's Matthew Oliver tries to take down Candace Tucker of University
Heights Academy during Tuesday's match at the Calloway County Day Treatment
Center.

Lakers splitfirst-ever matches
Staff Report
Murray Leger & Times
The Calloway County High School
wrestling team opened its inaugural season on
'Tuesday night by splitting a pair of home
matches at the Calloway County Day
Treatment Center.
The Lakers won their first match against
University Heights Academy of Hopkinsville
by a score of 54-18. CCHS, however, dropped
its second match to Caldwell County by a 49-

Today
MEN S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN — Georpla Tech at Mch,4an St
6:30 p.m.
SPN2
lAnnesota at Manoa,1

e p.m.
Duke at inckard
0:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — NC State at lovla
ESPN

LOL ISNALLE. Ky. (AP) -Louisville quarterback Brian
Brohm lay on a table in the
training room at the Howard
Schnellenberger
Football
Building on Tuesday afternoon.
his torn right knee elevated arid
covered by a blanket.
Thankfully for the 16thranked ('ardinals, Brohm was
alone.
Junior running hack Michael
Bush. who'd spent parts of the
last three weeks in the same
training room recovenng from a
sprained foot. returned to practice and will probably play in
Saturday's season finale at
Connecticut.
"I'm a little rusty." said Bush,
vs ho dressed out for practice for
the first time since injuring the
toot in Louis'. ille's 42-20 win
over Pittsburgh on Nov. 3.
-Today I vs as tinJ,!. going to go
for a short period of time. hut I
told them to let me go and see
how good I feel. Everything is
feeling smooth. I might not be
able to moose like I want to. but
ever)thing is still line."
Bush leads the Big East in
total offense (146.6 sards per
.gamei, and his 20 touchdowns
rank second in the country

III Pearl ...
won the only
other meeting in the series,
defeating Murray State 57-38 in
Knovville in 1945.
( Mier the two-year agreement between MSU and UT. the
Racers w ill travel to Knoxville
nest tall to face the Vols at
Thompson-Boling .Arena.
V1k)011. It:MR:NW('

HOME OF THE SPECIAL BEAN ROLL!
441

I N score.
Brandon Tibaldi led the was, for Calloway.
by going undefeated in three matches. Jeremy
Martin also went undefeated by winning both
of his matches. Donminin Mikulcik, Matthew
Fry. Ryan Schoppi, Jordan Mathis and Kevin
Kelly all posted I-1 records. Matthew Oliver.
Tyler McKinney. Cedric Roberts. and Michael
Treadway each went 1-2 in three matches,
while Shaun Spann and Zachary Johnson
dropped their matches. David Stewart dropped
both of.his matches.

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
L Pct GB
W
—
Philadelphia
8 7.533
7 7.500 1/2
New Jersey
2
Boston
5 8.385
4 9 308
3
New York
7
1 14 067
Toronto
Southeast Division
W L Pet GB
—
Miami
8 6.571
1
7 7.500
Orlando
Washington
6 7.462 1 1r2
Charlotte
5 10.333 31/2
Atianta
2 11 154 51,2
Central Division
W L Pct GB
Detroit
10 2 833
—
Cleveland
9 4 692 11/2
11/2
Indiana
9 4 692
Chicago
3
7 5.583
7 6 538 31/2
Milwaukee
Monday's Score*
Dallas 93. Toronto 91
Orlando 87, Boston 83
Men 107. New York 94
New Jersey 101, Denver 92
Golden State 99, New Orleans 83
Tuesday's Scores
Philadelphia 107, Portland 83
LA Clippers 93, Minnesota 84
Milwaukee 113. DaNas 111, OT
Chicago 85. Orlando 76
San Antonio 90, L A. Lakers 84
Houston 100, Atlanta 85
Indiana 84, Utah 60
Sacramento'110. Charlotte 92

RESERVE SPACE wow FOR YOUR

CURISTMAC PARTY!
Privote porty roorns to
arromc/7oclute groups
of4/ sizes.
cpare is ritnitell SO era II

CORNER OF 10TH & ARCADIA • 759-8866

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W
L Pct GB
11
3.786
—
San Antonio
10 4.714
1
Dallas
9 5 643
2
Memphis
6 7 462 4 1/2
New Orleans
4 11 267 7 1/2
Houston
Northwest Division
W
L Pct GB
7 6 538
—
Minnesota
—
Denver
8 7 533
6 9.400
2
Utah
385
2
5
8
Portland
2
5 8 385
Seattle
Pacific Division
L Pet GB
W
10 47t4
LA Clippers
1
10 6 625
Golden State
7 5 583
2
Phoenix
7 7 500
3
Sacramento
5 8 385 4 1/2
LA. Laken
Today's Games
Miami at Atlanta, 6 p m
Memphis at Toronto, 6 p.m
Portland at Washington, 6 p.m
L.A. Clappers at Cleveland, 6 p.m
Chicago at New York, 6:30 p.m.
Philadelphia at Boston, 6:30 p.m_
Detroit at New Jersey, 6:30 p.m.
Indiana at Phoenix,8 p.m.
New Orleans at Denver. 8 p.m.
Charlotte at Seattle, 9 p.m.
Sacramento at Golden State, 9:30 p.m.
Thursday's Germs
San Antonio at Dallas, 7 p.m.
LA Lakers at Utah, 9:30 p.m.

Scrap Metal - Aluminum Cans - Scrap Cars
'Will pick up cars

Roll-off Containers Available

KEY AUTO PARTS
1850 HWY. 121 SOUTH • 753-5562
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II Franklin ...
From Page 1C

interested in its head coaching
vacancy. Former Racer coach
Denver Johnson has also reportedly expressed interest in
returning to his old job.
The level of interest from
Murray athletics director Allen
Ward in either of those two
potential candidates, however,
is unknown.
Ward said earlier this week
that the process of filling the
vacancy was moving in the
right direction. He declined,
however, to offer any specifics.
What is known, though, is
that both Franklin and Johnson
are worthy candidates who
clearlyhave a passion for
Murray State football and
deserve consideration for this
job.
That's also a good idea,
don't you think?

•Lakers

BUYING

the
Ba

re

(at UK)," he said. "Ninety percent of it is basically the same
stuff."
Franklin said he would be
interested in bringing those
philosophies to Murray State if
the opportunity should arise.
"It does interest me," he
added of the MSU post. "1
haven't heard anything from
the same nine I didn't want to Murray State, and I have no
conic hack and hurt myself idea if there is even any interest
tagarni." Bush said. "I know on their part. But I would like
with Brohm out and ill was out, to talk to them.
the offense might be struggling a
"I'm not interested in getting
little hit, ... We may he a little back into coaching just for the
slack. but we'll he OK."
sake of getting a coaching job.
Bush originally came to It would have to be at a special
Louisville to be a quarterback place, and Murray is one of
before moving to runniag hack those places."
at the end of his freshman year.
Franklin is one of two indiBut there's little chance of him viduals familiar to the MSU
ret urn init to that position.
program that is rumored to be

behind
Wisconsin •
131"Ian
Calhoun.
Considering freshman quarterback Hunter Cantwell will
make the first start of his collegiate career against the Huskies,
Bush's return couldn't come at a
better time.
"I heard a couple of(players)
say, 'He's hack:" head coach
Bobby Petrino said. "I couldn't
tell if they' were talking about
poltergeists or Michael Bush."
The way Bush ran during
practice. the players might base
seen a little hi( of both. Though
Bush said he felt a little slow.
Perrino saw flashes of the hack From Page 1C
who scored two-or-niore touchdos,as in each of the eight team-high 10 hoards tor
games he's played in this sea- Calloway's only double-double
of the night.
son. •
Josh Streetman finished with
"Ile looked good
Petrillo said. -He was cutting on tour points off the bench for the
Lakers. while T.J. Hargrove
it and moving pretts
When Brohm's season ended added three points off the bench
after suffering a torn anterior as well:
Laker head coach Ten-y.
cruciate ligament in his right
knee in the third quarter of Birdsong knew what to expect
Louisville's 41-17 win over from one of western Kentucky's
Syracuse last Saturday, Bush hest players, adding that trying
knew he couldn't wait any to match up with Denson was a
more difficult task than he imaglonger to return.
"( There was) a little bit of ined.
-What's, tough as a coach is
pressure Ito come hack), hut at
when one of the hest players
around, especially if he's a
guard. is so much harder to
defend.- Birdsong said. "Post
"This is a situation where players. you can double and put
they were left .scrambling. They somebody quicker on them. But,
had a bunch of games to go get." man, he's so tough to guard. I
said Murray. head coach Mick thought he single-handedly kept
Cronin. "They were looking to them in the game in the first
play a game in Nash'. die. And, half.
"I talked to our guys at halfof course, we were all for that.' Cronin said the Nashville time about really making him
Sports Council --- the organiz- work for his shots." Birdsong
added. "I thought Chase
ing body behind the game
Futrell)did a good job of that at
was able to invite his program to
times.
hut I really have to corntake part in the event because of
Murray State's avid fan support. tnend Brett (Welter). He really
'A big part of why the frustrated him."
In the same breath. Birdsong
ashville Sports Council agreed
lo do this is because of our his- didn't waste any time giving his
tory' of bringing fans with us io Chase credit where credit was
wherever we play," he claimed. due.
"The key for us is fan support. • "Chase's tloormanship was
Nashville is putting this game so -important for us tonight,"
on to make money. If they don't Birdsong said. "He hit 9-of-,11
make money, then these types of from the line, and they kept cutting it down. When we get the
games will disappear."

753-8355

II

Bush returns to Cards

From Page 1C

TV Schedule
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06 18 13 18 — 55
Lone Oak
Calloway
14 15 20 18 — 67
Lone Oak (0-1) — 'Denson 28. Ch.
Pennington 6. Shuemaker 10 Blackman
8. Robinson 3. Pickens, Edwards,
Owens, Co Pennington McKinney,
Timmons FG: 2049 3-point FG: 7-21
(Denson 3. Ch. Pennington 2,
Blackman) FT: 8-12 Rebounds 18.
Fouls 18
Calloway Co.(1-0) — Futrell 18, Wetter
16 Bumpus 15. Perry It. Streetman 4.
Hargrove 3 Adams Murdock FG: 2545 3-point FG: 4-11 (Perry Welter.
Futrell
Hargrove)
Fr 13-17
Rebounds: 27 Fouls: 12

lead and Chase has the basketball, it's hard to get us out of
what we're going to do."
Calloway started the game
with the lead and never looked
back, leading 14-6 at the end of
the first quarter before closing
out the first half up 29-24.
At the 5:20 mark in the second quarter, T. J. Hargrove
drilled a 3-pointer to put the
Lakers up 20-10. Lone Oak then
used a 10-3 run over the next
two minutes to get to within
three at 23-20 after Denson
nailed his second of back-toback 3-pointers.
Calloway was able to keep
Lone Oak at arms length prior to
halftime with a pair of baskets
by Futrell and a bucket by
Bumpus.
Lone Oak head coach Andy
Poore played 11 players in an
effort to establish roles and
establish the identity of a Lone
Oak team that still looks to be
competitive in the Second
District.

"Figuring our roles, figuring
out who's going to do what.
Anytime you graduate seven
players, sure, you're going to
have some holes to fill." Poore
said. "Gaining some experience
is the most important thing right
now. When you graduate that
many players, you end up bringing in quite a few kids that just
don't have the experience.
think that's what led to some
unfortunate
and
ill-timed
turnovers in the fourth quarter
that changed the complexion of
the game."
Denson scored eight points in
both the second and third quarters and added 10 more in the
final frame, making it a one or
two possession game for Lone
Oak, But Birdsong credited
Perry with hitting a big trey at
the end of the third quarter to
make what was a nine-point
game a I2-point CCHS edge.
On the other hand, Poore was
more than willing to express his
thoughts of the Lakers
"Everything impresses me
when we play Calloway." he
said. "Coach Birdsong does a
fantastic job. His kids play hard,
they execute very well and they
are tenacious. We knew what to
expect coming in here.
"We knew we were playing
one of the best teams in the 41)
region," Poore added. "They are
a good measuring stick for us.
We know that we have some
work to do. That's why its a long
season. We're just going to
move forward from here."
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL ROUNDUP

Illinois beats North Carolina in
championship game rematch

Members of the Calloway County High School volleyball team recently received
awards at the team's season-ending banquet. Team members with their awards
include (front row, from left) Emily McKnight, Teela Penick, Allison Rogers,(back
row) Jessica Dial, Megan Newberry, April Cooper, Alley Hendon and Abby Kelly.

•Tigers ...
From Page 1C
the Tigers stave off a furious
Ballard rally.
The Tigers fell behind only
twice in the first quarter in
building an early 16-13 advantage. The MHS lead stretched to
10 (25-15) on a Trice 3-pointer
with 5:47 to go in the half and
reached its peak of 11(39-28) at
the halftime break after center
Todd Buck converted I-of-2 free
throw attempts following a techBallard's
on
nical foul
Johnathan McDaniel.
Murray appeared to be cruising entering the third quarter of
play as Joey Jackson scored
from the baseline to open the
second-half scoring, pushing the
Tiger edge to 13. But the
Bombers stormed back with a
12-2 run over the next five minNathan
action.
of
utes
Lawrence's 3-pointer with 2:30

left in the period capped the
scoring spurt to bring Ballard to
within just three points at 43-40.
The Bombers' offensive
explosion included Trice's
fourth foul and a couple of illadvised shots on the Tigers' part.
"I thought we lost our focus
and did some very stupid things
in the second half," Fields said.
"There are some things that
we're going to have to correct.
..: We're still trying to learn
how to win, quite frankly."
A pair of free throws by Volp
stopped the Ballard run with
2:05 remaining in the third quarter. Those free shots began- an 82 Murray run to close the period,
putting the Tigers in front 51-42
entering the final eight minutes
of play.
Using the momentum from
that third-quarter spurt, the
Tigers broke the game open in

the final stanza, scoring 13 ot
the first 15 points of the fourth
quarter to build as much as a 20point cushion before settling for
the 11-point victory.
Murray attempted 34 free
throws to the Bombers' 27 in a
physical contest that included a
whopping 49 fouls. The Tigers
finished just 22-of-34 from the
charity stripe, while Ballard
connected on only 14-of-27
tries.
"Free throw shooting is not
one of our strong points right
now," Fields noted. "That's
something we need to work on."
The Tigers were 19-of-5 I
shooting from the floor, including 4-of-10 from 3-point range.
Ballard Memorial, meanwhile,
finished l8-of-52 from the field.
including 3-of- 10 from beyond
the arc. Lawrence led all scorers
with 21 for Ballard.

II Morris ...
From Page 1C

final 6 1/2 minutes.
By MIKE FITZPATRICK
"It just feels good to get a
Writer
AP Sports
"Fhe rosters were much differ- road win." Brown said.
Tyler Hanshrough led North
ent. and so was the result.
(3-1) with 17 points.
Carolina
Dee Brown scored 14 points,
freshman Marcus
Brian Randle grabbed a key and fellow
14.
had
Ginyard
seconds
rebound in the waning
In other games involving Top
and No. 12 Illinois held off
North Carolina 68-64 on 25 teams, it was: No. 2 Texas 82.
No. 3
Tuesday night in a diluted Texas-Pan American 54;
No.
54;
Army
68,
Connecticut
.
NCAA
rematch of last season's
55:
Point
75,
High
Kentucky
10
championship game.
No. 16 UCLA 73, Albany. N.Y.
"That was a fun basketball 65; * No. 21 Alabama 73.
game," Tar Heels coach Roy Louisiana Tech 63; No. 22 Wake
Williams said. "If you didn't Forest 91, Wisconsin 88; • and
care who won, you had to enjoy Houston 84. No. 25 LSU 83.
that. The problem is we care
Illinois seemed to rally
deeply whether you win or lose. around injured coach Bruce
But I'm really proud of my Weber, who broke his ankle a
team."
day earlier working in his yard.
No one expected a true He hobbled a bit on the sidelines
rematch of the final because so with a protective boot, and used
many of the stars are now gone. a crutch to travel from the lockOnly seven remaining players er room to the sideline.
on the two teams even played in
"This morning, I'll be honest.
that game. won 75-70 by Mirth I didn't think I'd be here.
Carolina.
because I was dying and some
But this one had all the drama good medicine makes •a differof a March Madness matchup. ence," Weber said. "I'd rather
thanks to a furious rally led by a have me have a broken bone
hunch of freshmen for the host than one of our players."
Tar Heels.
The quartet of Hansbrough,
James Augustine added 13 Ginyard, Bobby Frasor and
points and 13 rebounds for Danny Green scored all 29 Tar
Illinois (6-0), which improved to Heels points in the second half,
3-4 in the ACC/Big Ten including six clutch free throws
Challenge. The Illini also from Hansbrough and 3-pointers
snapped the Tar Heels' 21-game by Frasor and Ginyard down the
home winning streak despite stretch.
Those .points came during a
scoring only four points in the

AP.

Illinois' Dee Brown (11)
Nortt!
over
shoots
Carolina's Wes Miller (22)
in the second half in •
Chapel Hill. N.C.. Tuesday. Illinois won 68-64 over
North Carolina.
12-0 run to make it 64-62, and
after the teams traded baskets...
Illinois freshman Jamar Smith
missed the front end of a 1 -and- .
1 with 17 seconds left. But
Randle beat everyone to the
rebound and quickly got the ball
to Brown, who made two free.
throws to finally seal the victory.
"They're North Carolina."-,,
Augustine said.

CCMS squads sweep South Marshall
with eighth. Shauna Wicker. Ellen Robinson:.
Staff Report
Whitney Gardner. Kristin NtcHenry and Ali Lose
Times
Murray Ledger &
..
The seventh and eighth grade girls' basketball all had two points apiece. Anna Maziatta paced
14.
with
Marshall
earned
School
Middle
County
ay
teams at Callow
The eighth grade squad will return to action t
a sweep of South Marshall on Tuesday night.
The seventh grade Lady Lakers13-31 claimed a Thursday night at Mayfield.
Boys
26-20 victory, while the eighth grade squad 44-3)
Calloway. County's eighth grade squad
prevailed by a 36-30 score.
win
In the seventh grade contest, sixth grader improved to 7-1 on .the season with a 48-38
Karlee Wilson led the Way for Calloway with nine over South Marshall on Tuesday evening.
Justin. Hill paced the Lakers with II points,
points. Wilson was followed in' the Lady Laker
tossed in. 10
lineup by Emily Chrisman's eight points. Kristin while Austin Lilly and Wes Hounshell
eight. Josh
eight
followed
Williams
Grant
apiece.
Smothennan
Morgan
while
six.
in
Boggess tossed
had
McDaniel
Reid
four.
notched
.Humphreys
scored two and Kara Smith added one. Melanie
scoring
NicKendree led the Lady Marshals with seven three and Ben Hudson rounded out the
with two.
points.
Calloway will travel to Mayfield Middle
Brittany Fox led Calloway in the eighth grade
on Thursday.
School
followed
Fields
Averee
contest with 18 points.

Chem*Y.
Are your carpets ready for the HOLIDAYS!!
ChernOry

is ready for your carpets.
Remember, No soap, No detergents
and no chemicals & Dry in 3 to 4
hours. Your better alternative to the
others. Call-us today for an
appointment before the
cANNitedger & Times
Oak's Laura
Lone
past
drives
Lakers,
Lady
the
for
guard
junior
a
(right)
Beth Ross
.
Gymnasium
Forsythe (15) in the second half Tuesday night at Jeffrey
to its advantage
scoring attack. Freshman Kayla second quarter to build a 27-16 home court
Lone Oak, holding the
against
third
the
out
closing
After
lead.
d
complemente
Cunningham
Flash to 39-percent shootMorris' 20 points with a double- quarter with a 40-27 lead. Lady
Calloway coasted to the 11- ing at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
double.
The Lady Flash were I7-ofCunningham tallied 10 points point win.
Sivills referred to Lone Oak 43 from the field and 2-of-7
in 32 minutes of work and
10 as a very physical ball club — from behind the arc for 28 per-.
grabbed a team-high
Lone Oak didn't fair much
rebounds. She also came away one that can be used as a meas- cent.
at the charity stripe, hitbetter
who
players,
his
for
stick
uring
Ross
Beth
with three blocks.
just 5-of-16 free shots
on
ting
out
come
to
have
will
added eight points, while Sam he says
percent.
31
for
oppoeach
meet
and
night
every
Megan
five.
Butts contributed
Lone Oak was forced into 24
Starks came off the bench to nent's intensity.
turnovers. Calloway held a slim
can
six
top
our
like
feel
"I
points.
tally four
lead on the boards, out-reboundLone Oak (0-1) was led by play with anyone in the region
ing the Lady Flash 25-22.
soul
heart,
their
put
they
when
Brittany
and
Scheer
Emily
"Defense is what's going to
feel
"I
said.
he
it."
into
mind
and
Andrews, who both tossed in 11
us big games," Sivills said.
win
we're
like these first two.games.
points.
the number of deflections
like
"I
playing
and
responding
really
the
The Lady Flash opened
getting on defense,
we're
that
game with a 5-0 run, but then well."
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Female athletes often focus too much on losing weight
DENVER (AP) — After col- improved. Weight loss was no
lapsing at the end of two longer her primary goal.
marathons and struggling to
"In high school track, we all
swim just a single length of the starved. That's not how you get
Olympic
pool,
hopeful to the Olympics," she said.
Jacqueline Mariash knew she "Now I can train harder, farther.
needed some help. She got it Things I was afraid of, like a
from an unexpected source: a four-hour bike ride, are easy
registered dietitian.
now."
The 25-year-old Mariash has
If discipline is required for
been a runner for nearly as long training, she says, why not for
as she can remember, and began nutrition too?
competing in triathlons in 1998.
For Mariash, the solution was
Like many female athletes, she to eat a lot more calories in three
strictly limited her food — dip- balanced meals plus several
ping as low as 800 calories a day healthy snacks.
— to improve her performance
Before she began working
by losing weight.
with Pudwill, Mariash usually
But her results were just the had cereal for breakfast and
opposite.
would then "basically nibble"
"I used to wake up really all day — crackers here, juice
tired," she said. "I used to take a there — with one balanced meal
lot of time off training because I at night.
was so exhausted."
Now she has a full breakfast
Last summer, Mariash tried with eggs or other protein, a
nutritional counseling. After decent lunch, healthy snacks and
about a month of sessions with an energy drink, plus a comdietitian Nancy Pudwill, the ath- plete, balanced dinner.
lete said her energy levels
Mariash is one of many athsoared and her performance letes who have learned that thin-

ner doesn't always mean faster
or stronger, and that fitness and
conditioning don't work well
without
proper
nutrition.
Athletes and coaches have
increasingly turned to dietitians
and nutrition counselors for
such help. said Philip Haberstro
of the National Association for
Health and Fitness in 'Buffalo,
N.Y.
About a Year ago, Pudwill
and several sports medicine doctors and therapists at the
University of Colorado opened
the Active Wornen's Health program after realizing many
female athletes didn't understand how to meet their body's
nutritional needs. Adding to the
challenge is society's pressure to
lose weight, Pudwill says.
"What happens with females
is they don't realize how much it
takes to fuel their body to do the
kind of activity they're doing,"
she said. "Sometimes, typical of
females, they're not eating
enough."
Some problems don't always

clearly point to nutrition —
stress fractures, low energy, anemia. But all can be signs of too
few calories and a shortage of
minerals like calcium and iron,
said Suzanne Farrell, a Denverbased spokeswoman for the
American Dietetic Association.
Unlike men, women athletes
often resist advice to eat more,
Farrell said.
"I had to stop reading magazines like Shape and InStyle,"

said Mariash, who agreed it was
hard to gain weight. "All the
magazines talk about is losing
10 pounds or shaving inches
from your waist. For me, it's
how do I get fast."
Mariash said many athletes
and coaches don't pay enough
attention to nutrition as part of
their training regimen.
Simple changes in diet,
including a different ratio of
protein, carbohydrates and fat,

can bnng rapid results, Pudwill
said. She said she usually steers
clients clear of supplements.
Mariash keeps a diary of the
foods she eats and her energ)
levels through the day. During
her weekly visits with Pudwill.
they review the diary, check her
weight and discuss any needed
changes.
"I'm really concentrating (ir
getting lean, but doing it the cot
rect way," she said.
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Push 'fast, hard' are
new CPR guidelines
By JAMIE STENGLE
Associated Press Writer
DALLAS (AP) — "Push
. Revised guidelines on mouth-to-mouth resuscitation advise
hard, push fast" next time you
giving 30 chest compressions — instead of 15 — for even/ two
give CPR to someone having
rescue breaths.
cardiac arrest, say new, simpler
guidelines in a radical departure
Step 1
from past advice.
Putting the emphasis on chest
Carefully position the person flat on their back, tilt
compressions instead of mouththe head back and lift the chin until the teeth nearly
to-mouth resuscitation, the
touch; listen and look for breathing
American Heart Association
now urges people to give 30
Step 2
compressions — instead of 15
If person is not breathing. pinch the nose
— for every two rescue breaths.
and give the person two full breaths,
"Basically. the more times
each over one to two seconds long to
someone pushes on the chest,
produce a visible chest rise
the better off the patient is," said
Step 3
Dr. Michael Sayre, an Ohio
State University emergency 0•
Place your hands in the center of the person's
medicine professor who helped
chest between the nipples: place one hand on
develop
guidelines
the
top of the other and with elbows locked press the
announced Monday.
heel of your hand into the chest
"We have made things simpler," he said. "Push hard on the
Step 4
person's chest and push fast."
Give 30 chest compressions for every two
The streamlined guidelines
full breaths, repeat until medical help arrives
should make it easier for people
or person starts breathing
to learn CPR. Earlier rules were
different for adults and for children and called on untrained res- SOURCE University of Michigan Health System
AP
cuers to stop pushing the chest
periodically to check for signs of doubling that number in the next heart association says that more
five years to 20 million.
public places need to install the
circulation.
The new guidelines call for devices. Ssurvival rates have
Now, the advice is the same
for all ages — 30 compressions 911 operators to be trained to been as high as 49 percent to 74
— and you don't have to stop to provide easy-to-follow CPR percent for lay rescuer programs
when defibrillators are placed in
check for improvement. What's instructions by phone.
The heart association also casinos, airports or used b)
important is to keep the blood
offers new guidance to profes- police.
flowing.
The new guidelines provide
Studies have shown that sionals, calling for cooling down
blood circulation increases with cardiac arrest patients to about an opportunity for those who
each chest compression and it 90 degrees Fahrenheit for 12 to have taken CPR in the past to
must be built back up after an 24 hours. Two significant stud- take a refresher course, said Dr.
ies have shown that practice can Ahamed Idris, professor of surinterruption.
"When you're doing 30 of improve survival and brain gery and medicine at the
of
Texas
those compressions, then you're function for those who are com- University
Southwestern Medical Center. .
giving more circulation through- atose after initial resuscitation.
There are a variety of meth"I think it's a good idea for
out the body and the brain." said
Jennifer Khonsari of Texas CPR ods — both internal and external people to take CPR lessons at
Training. She said the new — for cooling a person down, least every couple of years,: said
but the guidelines don't recom- Idris. also involved in creating
advice makes sense.
mend a specific approach.
the guidelines.
Sudden cardiac arrest
The new guidelines also
He led a study presented at
the heart suddenly stops beating
_ can occur after a heart attack advise just one shtick from a the American Heart Association
or as a result of electrocution or defibrillator before beginning meeting earlier this month that
near-drowning. It's most often chest compressions instead of showed CPR can be effectively
caused by an abnormal heart giving up to three shocks first. taught in little more than 20.
rhythm. The person experienc- Studies show that the first shock minutes. The study found that
ing it collapses, is unresponsive works more than 85 percent of just five minutes of training on
defibriHator use and 20 minutes
to gentle shaking and stops nor- the time.
Defibrillators have been pop- of instruction in CPR was as
mal breathing.
More
than
300,000 ping up in public places like air- effective as the standard fourAmericans die from it each year. ports and businesses, but the hour course.
About 75 percent to 80 percent
of all cardiac arrests outside a
hospital happen at home, and
effective CPR can double a victim's chance of survival.
"The most common reason
many people die from cardiac.
Before year's end, use it for:
arrest is no one nearby knows
CPR," Sayre said. "For the
• Eye Exams • Glasses • Contacts
bystander that witnesses a col• Sunglasses
lapse, the main danger is inaction."
More than 9 out of 10 cardiac
arrest victims die before they get
Or Kevin M. Adams
to the hospital, the heart associ308 S. 12th St • 759-2500
ation estimates.
"The bouom line is we think
more people need to learn CPR,"
said Mary Fran Hazinski. a clinAL
ical
nurse
specialist
at
Vanderbilt University Medical
Center sv ho also worked on the
guidelines. "We have more and
more evidence that good CPR
-igtor
Jasor
works. We're doing our best to
increase the
number of
bystanders that learn CPR."
Currently, about 9 million
Americans a year are trained in
AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • HEALTH & LIFE
CPR. the heart association says.
but it has a goal of more than

Guidelines urge more compressions
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Myra Overby, LPN, was busy Monday morning checking Tom Alexander's blood
pressure as the Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Health Express made a stop at
the First United Methodist Church in downtown Murray. The Health Express was
offering blood pressure checks, pulse checks and blood sugar screenings while
in town. The Mobile unit was scheduled to be in Dover, Tenn., Tuesday and back
in Murray today.

HOLIDAY HEALTH EXTRAVAGANZA
Saturday, December 3
Western Baptist Hospital
Atrium of Doctors Office Building 2
9 a.m. to noon
Free health screenings include:
• Blood Pressure

• Posture

• Blood .Sugar

• Respiratory Checks

• Height and Ig-ight

• Massage Therapy

• Cholesterol

• Smoke Check - a carbon

• DermaScanTM
monoxide testfor smokers
• EKG Rhythm Strip fisting • Plus, you'll receive a Baptist
• Sleep Evaluation

Family Fitness One-Day Pass

Refreshments will be served and door prizes will be given.
Please park in the parking structure fir easiest access to the event.
Fastingfor screenings is not necessary and no advance registration
is required. For more information, call Baptist Health Line at
270-575-2918.
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lirating you well.

